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Nov. 29 (cont.) After dinner we downed a few more beers and
headed back to the campground by way of the cookie store.
Saw one lava Sat around with D & B eating. Ben has some phrases like
lizard trying to
eat another
“S-O-L” (shit out of luck) “Worthless as tits on a board” or
smaller one. Had
hold of its tail “Worthless as a cunt full of cold piss” or just “shitless”. “Didn’t
and wrestled
around the rocks do fuck-all” “Horse’s ass - cow’s titty” or just “shiiiiiiit!”
before the little
one got away. Every other work is “asshole” or “shit”. A nice guy with an anal
fixation. Finches and lava lizards visit our campsite. Mocking birds come right up - fearless. It’s amazing to see not tame
but not fearful animals so close up. We retired to rain on
the roof.
Thurs Nov 30, Got up early to a breakfast of coconut cookies. Got our
shit together and along with Dan & Ben hopped on the bus to Santa
Rosa. From there we walked down a god-awful muddy path to
the tortoise reserve. After a couple hours walk we encountered
various large and small turtles scattered about in their “natural
state”. These weren’t tame ones like yesterday. We’d come close
to have a look and they’d duck into the shells emitting a loud
whooshing sound made by exhaling. They’d stay inside until
we were well away. We walked through some beautiful lush green
areas. Trees hung with moss, flowering plants, thick undergrowth,
and every so often - another turtle just munching down. These
are really big mothers. Maybe 6’ extended from nose to tail. We
stopped in a clearing and ate a lunch of tuna sandwiches and cookies.
We walked a little ways farther until the trail ended. There we
saw some Vermillion fly catchers. Bright red sparrow sized birds.
Then we turned back. By this time it had started to rain.
Back up the muddy, slippery, rocky hill. I had put my left
boot on loose - favoring my big toe still healing from the James

Going back to
the tent we saw
an egret or
some crane like
all white bird

bay volcano. This caused me to get another blister on my heel.
Wet sox & boots added to the discomfort. 2 hours back and
we were all drenched. D&B more than N&I since they had
only tennies. On our walk back we spotted an owl flying off
into the distance. Back at Santa Rosa there was no bus. So I
tied up my shoes - gritted my teeth - and began the walk back
to Puerto Ayora. About 3k down the road we were picked up by
the same fellow in the little red Toyauto that took us into P.A.
our first day. Crammed in the back, we made it to town with
the cheese man (who sold us 2 cheeses) a lady with live chickens in
a bag, and a load of papayas. In town we stopped at the bread
store next to the Chifa and got bread. Then proceeded to make
cheese sandwiches and drink papaya juice. We limped back to the
tent, took off our wet boots, marveled at our wrinkled feet, and
retired to write & relax. A good walk to see the turtles. I thought
I’d seen enough at the Darwin station, but it’s neat to see them
in the wild. It had rained all nite last nite and Jaap and
Els without a tent got royally soaked. The other Dutch
couple found a boat yesterday and pulled out today. Just the 2
of them on a 6 person boat going out for 10 days to Isabela,
Ferdinand, Tower, Daphne - all the places we didn’t get to. It
was tempting to go with them but cash & motivation were
at a low ebb. On our way back to the campground we met again
the 2 old folks from Ca. They finally had a line on a boat. It’s
nice to see older people traveling “gringo style” staying away
from the big tours, and eating in cheap places like us. N. went
over to the TAME office to check on our plane time. On the way
back he ran into a black guy named Carlos who invited us over to
listen to music after dinner. A prospective pot connection. N,D,B&I
all went back to the Ninfa for langosto. There we were served
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by a little lady (17) named Gloria. Very cute. She works from
7AM to 9PM every day and makes 1500S/month ( $60). As
we were finishing our meal - 2 beautiful French ladies came
in. They sat at the table across from us but we invited them
over to join us. Jacklyne & Cathlene. These 2 ladies were
gorgeous. They’d worked in Switz. in real estate but now were
traveling in S.A. Soon we were joined by Carlos. He again invited
us all over to his house for music but he had no pot. On the
way to his house the girls were side tracked by another fellow
who invited them to a slide show. D,B,N,C&I all went to his (Carlos’)
house and listened to Rolling stones and other U.S. groups while
drinking rum & grapefruit juice. Soon the girls showed up with
the other guy. They all proceeded to dance “disco” while I
watched and drank. As the eve. wore on another 4 guys
showed up with a bottle of Jonnie Walker Red. We sat and
talked to the fellow who brought the bottle - a Belgian living
in the Gal. for 6 yrs. He told us how to become guides: you need
a degree in Bio. and at least 3 lang. But just show up in Sept.
and take the guide course and you’ll maybe get a job. Much
in the dark
scotch later we staggered back to the tent for a late nite
snack of bread, cheese & peanuts
DEC 1, Awoke to a feeling of slowness, I think N. was pissed
it took me so long to get my shit together but I was feeling
about 75% with an acid stomach & woozey head. But we got
everything together and went off for Breakfast at the Ninfa with
D&B. There we had cold greasy eggs and strong coffee. We met
the German folks who had hired the first boat out from under us at
breakfast. They told of catching fish, goats, and lobster. Old Rudolpho
was too much a sleeper to try and get us food. After breakfast
we loaded into a crowded, open sided bus and drove off to the
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north end of the island. There - one of the Germs. discovered
he’d left a couple cameras back at the rest. He had to hire
a car to hustle him back to Puerto A. at a fantastic price
(like 600S). The first 2 boatloads were full over to Baltra
but we finally got across on the 3 rd load. There we decided
to walk to the airport. “Prohibido” the bus driver said.
This is very strange. The people have already destroyed any
native animal life on Baltra, they litter all over but
you can’t walk on the road because it’s a Nat’l Park.
“Every day in S.A. is like an April Fool’s joke” as
Dan says. At the airport we waited for the hour late plane.
When it arrived it had to park way down at the end of
the runway due to construction on the runway. Everybody
crowded around the stairs. These people have no concept of
orderly lines. Just push and shove. Once aboard the flight
was uneventful. The only note worthy point was the very good
dinner that was served. At Guayaquil N met Richard - a
teacher from Ca. An intelligent fellow with lots to say.
He told about traveling in Mexico and teaching in Ca. Once in
Quito we collected our bags and felt refreshed by the cool, crisp
air. Then squeezed into a taxi - the 5 of us rode off to the
Gran Gringo. En route through the old part of town, I looked
out the back window to see the trunk bobbing up & down and
the top of a head. Someone had jumped on the back of the
taxi and was trying to get at our packs just set inside. I
yelled “Paré!” and Dan jumped out the door but by that
time the thief had vanished down the dark street. Luckily he hadn’t
had time to untie the trunk cord and nothing was stolen. A close
call. At the Gringo we checked in and rummaged through a room
full of packs & shit finally locating our 3 bags we’d left behind.

The only thing we didn’t find was our posters. Then off to the
kitchen to eat. There we met Paul, and Englishman, and his
friend Gary. Paul talked about traveling in Peru, getting high
for the first time 7 mos. ago, working in Zurich (a pr. of Levis
goes for $60 in Zurich) meeting nice people from the U.S., and
his opinion of what happens after death. Soon we were joined
by D&B. Dan and I talked about making yoghurt, cheese,
growing veggies and apples. Ben & Rich went out for beers
while N&I retired to write. Only tonite did we realize that we
left our 2 plastic cups on the Gabriel. Also - after yesterday’s walk in the
rain, I discovered that some of the outside stitching on my left boot is
coming unsewed. I’ll have to hit up a shoe repair shop.
SAT
N. also found
our posters
stashed in
another room.
All present &
accounted for.

DEC 2, Awoke late after a beautiful night’s sleep. N. went off to take
a shower and upon his return told me that the police were searching the hotel.
So what? We’re clean. I went off to shower and while waiting in line met
first a nice little Colo. girl from Medellin and then a guy from Ca. who told
about backpacking in the lake region of Chile. He claims that you can carry 2
weeks of food in a pack weighing no more than 45lbs. Good luck. After a lukewarm shower we went in for breakfast and met Paul again. After breakfast we picked

up D,B,&R and hopped the bus to the laundry mat. Not exactly your self-service
variety. We had to leave the clothes and come back at 6PM to pick them up. From
the laundry I walked ahead of the rest (I’m getting tired of traveling with a
crowd) to Ec. Tours. There I got a letter from Hec. and a notice that my
Because a load
of noisy school
kids was expected
and they would be
put up on the
1st floor

film had arrived. All excited I strolled back to the P.O. but it was closed
’til Monday morn. Then back to the Fuente where I met N&R and later
joined by D&B. After jugos N&I went back to the Casino while the others
went to the book store and did other chores. Back at the ranch we were told
that we had to move up one floor to a different room. We did. We never did
get searched by the cops but did hear that 2 girls got hauled away for
having some pot. I think we’ve moved into their room. It has a drawing

Sun

on the wall of a black cat looking down a street towards the mtns.
with the setting sun between the mtns. and the town. Underneath it
says “I must be crazy”... We ate lunch here and afterwards I read
the Miami Herald left in our old room. Then feeling the effects of the aft.
I snoozed while N wrote. About 5PM Ben woke me up ready to go
collect our clothes and eat at Hojas de Herba. We boarded the bus
to go to the laundry mat. While getting ready to go out-I inadvertently
locked myself out of our room. The other key wouldn’t open the door.
It took 3 people trying and failing to get the door open before some
bright fellow realized they had the wrong key. With the right key it
opened like a charm. Once on the bus it started to rain. We got to
the laundry, collected our clean clothes and walked 10 blocks in the
rain to Hojas de H. only to find it closed. But a fellow there
gave us a ride to another rest. in the back of his pick up in the
rain. It too was closed. Finally he took us to a Chifa where we had
a marginal $3 dinner. After din. I rode the bus back. We enjoyed talking
to Rich about everything from Cosmopolitan cities to fasting. Back at
the Hotel once again I retired to write while N, B, D & R went
out for a beer. It’s big party time in Quito this week. The market
was crowded & colorful with christmas trees, ornaments, and gifts. It’s
hard to believe it’s almost Christmas. No snow, no carols, but there are
Santa Claus Coka-Cola signs in stores and street decorations that
add some atmosphere. We finally were invaded by the aforementioned
school kids. Probably 50 - 12yr olds yammering & gawking at the
Gringos. What a town.
Dec 3 Laying about in Quito trying not to listen to John
Nov
Travolta and Olivia N. John sing the same song for the 30th time. Reading
Henry Miller my mind buzzes with thoughts too various to remember for more
than an instant. My self has become no more than an intersection of lines
of fate and protein. Sometimes the intersection is small, vibrant with a

thousand different faces; sometimes it is tenuous. Only a few lines strung
together like an old rug, pieces of myself dripping through the growing
holes. Outside the Gringos sit in the courtyard passing the time of
day. I’m reminded of N giving a beggar with no legs 50 centavos.
Then he says “The guy didn’t even say God-bless you. That’s the
last time I give money to the guy with tires on his knees.” What
am I doing here? I’ve fallen prey inspite of Spazz’s warning “Don’t
think too much.” My mind is filled with worms of desire each
eating in a different direction. The links to my past - LaCrescent,
Mpls., Jan, Fred, Hector, Ed, all exist only in my mind. I’m a
prisoner of my past. I feel a great need to shake off the past
like a chick hatching from an egg. Traveling with N. is reaching
a strained point. His constant exaggerations get on my nerves.
He’s always got something to say but it’s the same thing over & over...
Go here in Bolivia, go here in Colombia, he claims not to get
pissed off but every day brings he louder and less meaningful
expressions of disgust or dislike. Living cooped up in the Gran
Gringo with all the other travellers makes me feel like one more
sore on the festering face of S.A. The cultural exchange is
stimulating only to a point. Slowly everything becomes the same. I
think of myself as a photographer but for what? To impress
Ed G. at a slide show or prostitute myself to some mag? I
feel sterile and starving. All this stimulation, new places, new ideas,
soon it fades away like cheap veneer leaving the same old shit. All the
Gringos here makes me feel like a student in a dorm. People studying,
talking slang, and trying to get high. It’s an artificial life. It’s like a big
fantasy vacation that’ll all go away once you wake up and have to get back to
the real world. But this is the real thing - life goes on with death, love, starvation
and feasting all around us. Yet we’re not part of it. We live in an artificial and
contrived world. Like a big Disneyland for Gringos. N and I get along much better

when we’re by ourselves. We can work things out. But he’s looking for
the Gringa of his dreams and I’m looking for I don’t know what. There’s
a buoyancy - a vitality pulsing around us but I feel insulated - like
taking a shower with an umbrella. Everybody must have a day of feeling
like the pits. Today is mine. I want to go out and experience yet
I sit here motionless - all roads looking equally inviting. Put a
mule equidistant between 2 bales of hay and he’ll starve due
to indecision. I need to straighten out my head and my act. I
feel as tho I’ve been out of touch with myself for the last 2 years
and this trip is only adding to my disorientation. Maybe a few weeks
without pot and getting out of this city will help. I need a long
walk by myself in the woods. I need a woman when I get back.
I need a transfusion of self-confidence to get me over the hump.
I need silence and a backrub.
Well, after getting that off my chest - N & D & I went to the Korean
rest. we went to before the Islands. Ordered some rice dish with shrimp,
chicken & beef chunks very good (Chaulifan Especial) Then back to the
hotel to try and find a chess match - none around. Today N. has
a mild case of the shits again. Between his back, stomach, balls
and temper he’s a basket case. I spent most of the day reading
Tropic of Cancer. After din. we sat downstairs trying to meet
some folks but everybody seems cold. The only relief was a short
bit of classical music on the radio. That and a chance to talk without
lots of other folks around put both of us in better spirits. We’ll do
alright. My optimism and enthusiasm are slowly coming back.
Once we leave the noise and Gringos and get a chance to get
back in touch with the natives I’m sure our drive will return. Quito,
as Fred would say, is a low energy state. We need an influx of motivation
to boot us back on the track South. It’s too easy to lay around and live
a Mpls. life style here. Once we get our thumbs out and back on the
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road, our problems will dissolve like the morning clouds under
the light of the sun. Worth noting is the fact that since Dec 1. I
have stopped smoking cigs. Since the beginning of our trip N’s smoking
had caused me also to smoke about 5 a day. But now it’s cold turkey
and I don’t miss them a bit.
DEC 4. Got up late. N felt poorly again this morn. When he feels
bad he sleeps late and so do I. Today he felt shitty again. I went
out after a breakfast of coco cookies and coffee to claim my film.
First I had to wait for a half hour while 2 #3 busses passed - too
crowded to get on. Finally I got on one by squeezing mightily into
the door. As I stood in the doorway the song from “Grease” played
through the speaker right into my ear. The bus ride was an exercise
in crowding. Once out I checked with Ec. Tours - no new letts. Then
off to the correo. There I found out it will take 36 sucres and
Spanish forms in triplicate to bail out my film. Of course I didn’t
have 36 S. So - frustrated - I walked back by Libra Mundi and
found out it’s possible to trade used books 2 for 1. Then off to
the Fuente for a cola. Across the street 2 natives were punching
it out. A crowd stood and stared. Then back to the Hotel. D & B
were getting ready to leave but first they brought by some homemade yoghurt. Pretty sour but not bad with bananas. They left
and I read & finished Tropic of Cancer this after. Once done
with that N. & I sat downstairs socializing. Soon Rich came along
with a proposition to hike to the top of the hill behind the hotel. I
grabbed my camera and off we went. A nice walk and a nicer view
of the city. Too bad it was drizzling. Back at the hotel N. was still
feeling poorly so Rich & I went back out to eat. Wandered a bit looking for
Chateaubriand but settled for Bistec & Beer at the Korean place again. After
eating we strolled about the town talking about photography & film and looked
looked at the decorations all around. Saw some fireworks inside a back court-

She’s a painter
and legal sec.
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yard. At one point a lady came up to us and asked for a hand crossing
the street. I held it and we crossed. Then on a spur of the moment, I
decided to try and call LaC. Off to the phone place. It was possible
to make a collect call but nobody was heard home. So back to the hotel
again. There N. was talking to a couple of ladies. One had been living in
Oltavalo with little kid & husband, spending time at the Gringo selling
jewelry. She told us we could camp at her house when we go there. Another
lady named Diane who had lived in Mpls. and now in San Fran, also
talked with Rich & I for a while. She’s a nice lady I’d like to see
again. Then rumor had it that there was a chess game in progress. I
kibitzed for a while and then played the looser. I fucked up early
but my skill has rusted none the less. I lost after a long dragged out
affair. By then it was time to retire. N. thinks he’s harboring some
bugs. Maybe so but his constant illness is beginning to get me down.
DEC5, Awoke slightly earlier today. Went down for a double dose of
scrambled eggs and coffee for breakfast. Then off to the Correo again,
this time with N to help translate. He was feeling slightly better.
The first indication of things to come was waiting for the bus. Several
#3’s went by, all packed to the gills to such a degree that we couldn’t
get on. So we got on a #5 only because it was less crowded. It went
towards downtown only a few blocks up from Amazonas. We got off and
walked the 10 blocks or so down to the P.O. There the fun began. First
it cost us the 36S to buy the 12 forms. 2 had to be filled out in
4plicate and the others about the same. After filling the forms
with some confusion - we presented them at window #1. There we
waited for some flunkey to find our package & bring it out. More
waiting. Finally we were motioned to a desk. There sec. #1 took the forms
and did her thing to them. Then to sec #2 where we found out that we had
to pay 16S “rent” because the package had been there more than 8 days. Off
to the caja to buy 16S worth of stamps. Back to sec #2. While she was

doing her thing - some fellow was taking photos of the personnel with a
#
The package little instamatic. After sec. 2 finished, the forms went over to window
# was recorded
#
in a huge
2. There we waited while numerous people were waited on before us
ledger book that
reminded me
that came in after us. While waiting we were tempted to just grab the
of the “judgement
book”.|The rent package and run. After more waiting the forms went to the desk of
receipt was
dated from
official #1. He couldn’t process them because the package wasn’t
Nov 22-Nov 5.|
Other folks had opened and only the official opener could do it. The official opener
packages of things
from taps to
was down the street grabbing a sandwich or something. Finally opener
baby food. #
After they were 2 opened the package. Thank god Hec. had put in a note stating
processed, the
official opener not to open the film package except in complete darkness. This
would bind them
back up and
undoubtedly saved our film. Finally official #1 processed the forms.
take them into
#
another storage While this was happening, official 2 was talking to N. about the
room until, we
found out
nature of our photos. He answered questions carefully - not wanting
later, they
got back from the film to be confiscated because we may have been taking undesirable
the banco.
photos. This wasn’t the case. Off. #2 was only curious. Then the
papers were handed to off. #2. He processed them and passed them
on to official # 3 - a geriatric case. A little old man who - upon
getting the forms - proceeded to walk off to take a leak or something.
When he returned it was 11:30. He made his little red checks
and signed the forms. During this phase - music had begun
playing in the back of the office and people were beginning to
dance. (The beginning of a day and 1/ 2 off) The little old man
made some comment about this being a post office and not a dance
The Banco
was only
hall. When he’d finished processing he handed some of the forms to
20 blocks
away
N. and said he had to go to the Banco Central and pay more!
N. misunderstood about the paying but went off to the Banco. He
had to take a taxi because there were no busses and we wanted to get
the film before closing time (12). By this time he was very pissed. He
went off to the bank and I went off to Ec. Tours and picked up a letter
from Hec. Then I met N. back at the Correo. By this time he was

as mad as I’ve ever seen him. At the bank he was presented
with more forms and a bill for 184S more! He didn’t have
it - blew up - and fumed out. By now everything was closed and
we’ll have to wait ’til Thurs, go back to the bank, then back
to the P.O. to finally (hopefully) collect our film. What a lot
of red tape. N. stormed off towards the park and didn’t settle
Somebody was down until we got to Perla Oriental, a nice restaurant that
playing Hot Rats
and Jeff Beck was closed the other nite we tried to go to Hojas de H. There
music on the
tape player
we had a good lunch, a couple beers, and collected our cool.
across the hall.
Beats
Back to the Hotel where we organized our packs and figured out
the hell out of
John Travolta our money supply. So far we’ve spent 1640 dollars. The rest of
the after was spent lounging. About dinner time we went downstairs, ordered up some siete arriba (7up) and talked with
Paul told us about
“Brewers Droop” Paul and Diane for a while. Then back to the room for a short
N. told about
tending Crazies dinner of whole wheat breads that Paul bought for us, cheese,
in Sup City
finger bananas, and oranges. Gary, Paul’s friend from Zurich,
N also bought
some plastic cups joined in. He’d purchased a beautiful Oltavalo sweater for
to replace our
ones left on the 500S. After dinner we went down to the telephone office
boat. Sawed the
handle off one so and after an hour wait - got thru to LaC. Talked to Ma and
they’d fit together with the found out BW had an operation same as Stymo had. Other
SAK
than that all’s normal. While waiting for the calls to go thru
Tonite is the big we met 2 girls from the states who somehow knew that N.
party nite & tomorrow is the
was from Duluth. He can’t figure out how. He also called
recovery day
People drink
home. Wandered thru San Fran. square and saw the crowds but
hot aguard. and
shoot off sky
neither of us felt like partying tonite. Went to the liquor store
rockets. At the
hotel some drunk and got some rum, grapefruit juice & coke, came back to the
natives offered room to write & party a little here. Tomorrow, Sol willing, we’ll photo
us some Ag. I

and write numerous post/christmas cards. The rum tastes like the cognac

took a sip - others Catherine
declined.

took to the Gal. Not too bad with coke or gfj. Also emptied

out some cigs for pipe tobac.

WED

DEC 6, Awoke early to baby crying and brite blue skies. N took
a cold shower and met me downstairs for coffee. There we talked
with a nice dutch girl. Sun shining - we grabbed cameras and strolled
off to photo. First thru the market, then to San Fran square, then
to several ornate churches. Walked the streets enjoying the scenery
and the quiet. Everybody had the day off today. There was little
traffic and the streets were almost deserted except around the
market and for the tourists taking pics. At one point while
strolling down the street, a fellow passed and greeted us with
“Fuck You” Same to you Charlie. We came back to the hotel,
dropped off N’s shirt & went back out and climbed up the hill
behind the hotel. A long hot climb but a beautiful view. In
Had some the distance we could see a magnificent snow capped peak. Looked
lousey peanut
flavored gravy and photo’d for a while. Then came down and ate an uninspired
which we
couldn’t eat dinner here at the hotel. Met again the 2 girls from the
States whom we ran into at the Phone Office. They heard
N. talking to the operator about Duluth which is how they knew
he was from there. The afternoon was spent lounging about reading
Brothers Karamazov. Had another dinner of bread, cheese, bananas
and coke. While eating, Paul came in and said he had a line on
some pot. He was to return with a sample but hasn’t so far. Got
no post cards written today. I helped a german girl ruin a roll of
film due to both my & her unfamiliarity with her camera. Finally
got it loaded correctly. N. is lusting after this one. A quiet eve
of reading & writing and preparing to face massive doses of red tape
again tomorrow. My phone call last nite cured me of any lingering home
sickness. Just to know it’s still there, waiting, is enough. Also we had a very
good time drinking the Rum. Sat up ’til 3 shooting the shit. The first
time in a long time N & I have had a real good talk. Discussed everything
from pot to Henry Miller to Doc & Ed. Not to be done too often but a good time.

Thurs

Dec 7: Awoke early and went off to the Banco Central. Got there just
at opening time (9 AM) After standing in line, filling out forms, standing
in another line, paying 184S and that’s it - we went to check Ec.
Tours. No mail. On our way to Ec. T. we met again the dutch (danish?)
girl from breakfast yesterday. She was on her way to Otavalo. Then
off to the Post Office. There N. presented his papers to Official #4,
got some back, went around the corner and presented papers to
official # 5. He looked around a bit amongst shelves & shelves of
packages and finally found ours. Would you believe it - we had
our film in our hot little hands by 10 AM. Off to the fuente
for a celebratory cold coke. There we ran into Bill, the fellow from
Denver who finally got his money (even tho it was sent to the wrong
bank under the wrong name). Now N was determined to find pipe
tobacco. We walked across the street to the super-mercado. There
we found a $ 2 pack of Amphora and some slightly cheaper Lord
The house boy Nelson or something for Doris, the girl from Otavalo whose husband
had thrown the
brush for cleaning is in jail for possession of papers. If she can convince the cops
boots, thinking
it was trash.
he rolls his own ciggs - he’s out free. After scoring the tabac - we walked
N had to use his
back to the hotel stopping to buy christmas cards, a pound of sliced
ham, a toothbrush and more coka-cola. We chowed down on bread,
cheese & ham. Then came the long process of writing cards. We wrote
all afternoon. Took a break to trim some weight from our medical
kit. Earlier, coming from the Post Office, we stopped at the Air Freight
Office and inquired about shipping goods to Mpls. It costs 36 bucks to
mail 15 kilos. This gave us the opportunity to mail film, pared weight,
and christmas sweaters all in one shot. We cut more weight from the
tool kit and odds and ends. After buying tobacco we cleaned out our pipes. In
mine I found an amazing amount of resin. After cleaning & writing cards, we
toked up the last, very last, of our intoxicants. Then I wrote a memorable card to
Fred, listing 69 lines of things we’ve seen. After this we toked a little more,

choked a little more, and retired about 1:30. A long day.
FRI
DEC 8: Awoke early again. Had breakfast and hustled off to the
on our way out P.O. Spent 16 bucks mailing about 25 cards to the U.S. Norris cashed
we met the Germ.
girl from the
100 bucks in preparation for Otavalo. Back to the hotel. We loaded up 2
1st day on the
Galapagos.They’d stuff sacks of stuff to leave behind and headed off to Ec. Tours, again
gotten a boat
and had a good no mail. Walked in circles ’til we found the bus station. One leaving
trip traveling
with the
at 1PM for 20S. I walked down to another collectivo Station and
Italians
found one going at 12:15 for 35S. We decided to take the earlier
one. After an uneventful ride to Otavalo during which I
They’d taught
dozed, we found the Pension Otavalo for 35S each. A nice place
for a while in
Costa Rica and
with kittens and a very friendly dueña. Here we met Chris, a
had many nice
things to say about fellow from Oregon, and Collin and Gazella, a couple from Canada.
the place
After checking in we went out for a beer with the above. Chris told
getting in
a fight with the about sailing, getting acid from Ousley Owsley, and talking with
Capt. & being
kicked off in Ken Kesey (he knew Kesey’s brother from playing basketball). After
Costa Rica
a beer in one bar we walked off to another place that looked like your
typical American cafeteria and had more beer and some good
french fries. A little sign on the cash register said “Dollars accepted”
The one N. talked Then the 5 of us walked off to yet another restaurant where we ordered
to was from
Buffalo, Minn. up a good meal and more beer. We were joined by 2 french folks
Mine was
from outside
we’d seen in Quito that Collin & G. knew from Colombia, and
Eau Claire
2 PCV’s (Peace Corps Volunteers). The one I talked to told about
teaching farmers live stock management and life in Ec as a PCV.
Many beers and much talk later we headed out to go back and crash
awaiting early arisal and bartering at the market tomorrow. Chris is
in the process of renting a house at which we may be able to crash
near Lago San Pedro near town. Collin&Gazella told about walking to Indian
villages near by and seeing Indians weaving in their houses. Tomorrow we may go
out to a lake nearby and party with other Gringos at an island. In the park
was an out of tune military band playing to a crowd of about 12 natives.

It’s nice being out of Quito and “back on the road.” The vibes here
are much more mellow and we may spend at least a week touring
about and enjoying the friendly natives. Just before retiring Chris
gave us a couple shots of Scotch which put us in a good mood for
writing and crashing.
SAT

DEC, 9: Awoke bright & early to church bells and drizzle. N. awoke before
me and was out the door before my eyes were open. I went out into the grey
morn and strolled down to the market. There I met up with N. He was trying
to find change for 100S to pay for coffee and rolls. We walked back to and
around the market (food market) and finally got change by buying a box of cookies.
Took the cooks back to the hotel. N went back to the market to photo. I was
hungry and wandered about looking for the place we’d had fries at yesterday.
I found it but it was closed. So I wound up going to another place
and there met 3 guys from Quebec just into town for the day. We walked back
to the woolen market. The market consisted of a big open square, every so often
there was a concrete stall with a roof and concrete benches. The goods were piled
on the ground and hung from the roof. N. and I bought 2 turtle neck sweaters
for 600S. Took the sweaters back to the hotel. Walking back to the market again
we ran into the PCV’s from yesterday. They were going back to Quito. Back at the market
we photo’d for a while and contemplated buying gifts. Looking at embroidered blouses
N. decided to buy 2. This prompted me to buy some more sweaters. I looked over the
selection at one stand and found a beautiful one that was actually too big. N. wound
up buying that one. I found another of the same style (button up w/hood) and took
that one. Also found another for my sister. I’ll give the turtle neck to John. While
looking at the above sweaters, a little beggar came up, put his arm around me,
leaned his head against my elbow and looked up at me with big beggar’s
eyes. He was so pathetic and put on such a show that even the lady selling the sweaters
had to laugh. I laughed and gave the guy a sucre. Some beggars have more style than
others. We wound up buying 3 sweaters for 950S. N. got the 2 blouses for about 300S.
Then I started looking at wall hangings. But quickly I switched to blankets. I looked
in one place for a red one for my folks but all of the red ones were ugly. However

at another stand I saw a beautiful one with a scene of llamas. I got it
for 350S. A real deal. Thus, all our shopping done, we walked back to the
hotel & dropped off our goods. Chris had lined up a trip to a lake nearby
(Cocochi) with some PCV’s staying here in town. Collin went off to
buy bread, cheese, liquor and mix. N. also bought some Rum&Grapefruit juice.
Chris had whiskey and the PCV’s had wine. Up until the last minute I
was undecided about going. I didn’t really feel like drinking but when
Chris asked Judy (a girl from Ca.) if she wanted to go and she accepted,
so did I. I had fallen in love with her beautiful blue eyes. She had
the deepest, purest blue eyes I’d ever seen. She reminded me of Carlene.
We stashed our stuff in Chris’ room except for jackets, sweaters, sleeping
bags & booze and headed for the bus. We were accompanied by Chris, Collin
Judy,Gazella, and the PCV’s: Joan from Alabama and her Latin-looking boyfriend,
On the bus a
Ed - who reminded me of Wayne Howe, and Mike - the red head. We
little girl was
trying to get rode the bus to Cotocochi for 3S. A short ride. There we looked around
her drunken father
off the bus.They’d for a truck to take us to the lake. We found one going out for 70S. Just as
missed their stop
because the old we were piling into it, another guy with another truck said he’d take us for
man was so
wasted. She
60S. We loaded off and started getting into that one but then the first
was crying and trying
to pull him off
guy said he’d go for 50 S . Back we piled into truck # 1. Just as we
the bus. Finally
nd
the guy staggered had all loaded in, the 2
guy offered to take us for 40S, but by then
off. We all felt
sorry for the
our truck was already underway. We rode out jammed in the back of the
little girl.

pickup, passing around a bottle of scotch that had leaked over Chris’

At the lake the
truck driver wanted
30s to guarantee
we’d be there
in the morn. We
told him to be there
at 11AM. We told
the boat man
to be there
at 10:45

bag and the breads. Once at the lake we bargained with the boat man to
take us out to the island. We finally agreed to go out, stay in a house there,
and come back for 250S total. At the island we walked back to the cabin,
a nice little brick building with a fireplace and broken out windows. The
first order of business was to find fire wood. Everybody went searching and
soon N. and Ed & Mike were busy chopping with a dull axe. Not much later we
had a good fire going and began to drink the wine and eat the bread & cheese.
The PCV’s and had brought out some roasted corn, some hominy, and some other

lima bean-like munchies. We sat around the fireplace eating and trying
to keep the smoke from coming back in thru the windows. The smoke
reached a level in the room about 5’ from the floor. Sitting down we
were all OK. N started playing guitar and I broke out the Rum &
Gfj. As the eve. wore on I got progressively more drunk. Judy retired
(oral diarrhea)

early. As I got more and more drunk my tongue got looser & looser! I
talked to Chris, Ed, Collin and Norris - feeling very good about them
al and traveling. By the end of the eve. I had all I could do to
stagger out to the steps and puke a little (only because I had little in my
stomach). I staggered back in, rolled out my sleeping bag, and crashed.
SUN.

DEC 10: Awoke hung over. N. went out and took a dip in the lake. I sat
around in a daze trying not to feel sick. We told the boat man to come and
get us at 10:45 but by 9 we were all ready to go back. We cleaned up the

floor, (I wound up sleeping with the foot of my sleeping bag in the ashes on the floor) left
the bottles sitting in the window, took some pix of the group, and headed off
to the dock. Chris & Mike whistled for the driver (who didn’t show ’til 10:50)
Joan & her friend fished, N & I laid back & rested. Chris told about getting
Ginger Rogers an

MG from some movie star, getting busted in Mexico, evading the draft,

and playing basketball. Finally the boatman came. About an hour before he
got there an Ec. family (Ma, pa & jr.) pulled in from somewhere. Ma sat listening
doing cross-words to

the radio while pa & jr. fished. No luck. The boatman took us back to

the shore but our driver hadn’t shown. We went downstairs in the rest.
and hade a coke. Mike told about the village he lived in: about killing slugs
on beans, about getting screwed out of pigs by the Ministry of Ag., and
about his intolerance towards the “mañana” attitude found all over. The
truck we’d given 30s (called “sucs”, rhymes with dukes, by the PCV's) never
showed up. About noon we wound up hiring another one to take us to Otavalo for 80s.
Sitting in the back trying not to feel sick, breathing exhaust fumes & bouncing up and down,
Ed told about bad roads and getting in an accident on the Quito-Otavalo road. Finally arrived
in Otavalo, queasy and in the rain. Checked back into the Pension, claimed our stuff and went
off to the Rest. Central for a good lunch. Then came back to the Pension and crashed

for the rest of the afternoon. About dinner time I awoke feeling slightly
better, Chris, Collin & G., N & I went off to the local Chifa for dinner. We had
decided to go to the movies which we thought started at 8 so we gulped our
meal and headed down to the theater. N. by this time had come down
with a doozey of a cold and I was only slightly better. As it turned out
the movie didn’t start ’til 8:45 so we walked around, bought some cookies
and coke, and finally made it back to the show. The features were: The
Love Bug Goes to Monte Carlo & Rock & Roll Lives. After the flicks we
came back to a good nite’s sleep. I dreamt about gargoyles and other bizarre
things. The film projector suffered from dimness of light & irregularity of same.
Mon

DEC 11: Awoke late. On my way to the can I saw Judy was still here. We sat and talked
for a while abut Colo. She decided to buy some sweaters for her brothers before leaving
town. She asked me to come with her to help her choose. I got my shit together
and after a few wrong turns - went to a shop she’d been in before. There she
picked out 2 nice sweaters and proceeded to barter the lady from 700s to
650s. But Judy didn’t have enough money so we went off to the Hotel
Otavalo to cash a 20 but they didn’t have enough to change a checque. So
I lent J. $10 in sucs. She payed me back with a personal check made out
to my old man. We went back to the shop and picked up the sweaters. We traded
addresses and upon seeing my last name told me her married name used
to be Morse. Hmmm. We talked a bit more and then I bade her farewell. I
came back to the room to munch some cookies for breakfast but N. had
polished them off. I went back to the store to buy some more. At the
store I ran into J. again. We walked back to the Pension and I told her to
write me a card in Cochabamba. She agreed. A very nice lady. I’ll definitely
have to see her again. Back at the room I wrote for a while. N’s cold was not
much better today and mine wasn’t much worse. Living next door to C&G was a
French couple with a giggly lady. We wondered about why she laughed so much and
figured he had to be a pretty funny guy. Around lunch C.,C.,G,N.&I went back to the
Central for a good lunch. Back at the hotel we spent most of the afternoon playing

cards. First a game of elimination, which I won. Then a 5 handed
game of hearts that dragged on & on which Chris finally won. After
cards, relaxing & writing some more we all went back to the Chifa for dinner.
After dinner we came back to read. N. & I discussed the fact that we seem
to be loosing momentum, running out of gas. Today for example was particularly
boring and unproductive.

Things start to look the same after a

while. Quito was a big exercise in spinning wheels and we’re only 1/2 done
with the place. We seem to be running into a lot more gringos and
a lot fewer natives. We speculated on how to solve this seeming lack of
motivation but no concrete answers were reached. Just as the evening’s reading
and writing was drawing to a close, the power went out and these notes
were finished by flashlite.

TUES

DEC 12: I was awakened by the radio next door at 6AM. I slept ’til 10
in spite of the noise. I got up and went out with Chris and N for breakfast.
In front of our table was a large 4’ x 5’ print of the Matterhorn. Chris told
us about the mountain, pointing out details on the photo. After breakfast
N and I walked around looking for Doris’ house on Calle Morales. After
going to one end of town and seeing several yellow houses that
“just didn’t look like theirs”, we walked to the other end of town and found
one that “must be theirs”. Wall hangings in the window gave it away,
along with the old lady in the store on the corner. But nobody was
home. Came back to the hotel and got a map of the area. Decided to hike
up to Peguchi and down to lago San Pedro, meeting Chris at his
prospective rented house. We gathered up our cameras, consulted
map and compass, and hiked up the road. It felt good to be out
walking the countryside amidst trees and speeding trucks. We turned
off the main road and walked into Peguchi asking directions to the waterfall
along the way. Many friendly Indians, from old men to young children,
pointed us many different directions, much to our amusement and
perplexity. Finally thru a convergence of popular opinion we

were set on the main (correct) road. We hiked up a hill going out of town
and found ourselves surrounded by hills and trees and a creek rushing
down below. What a change from Quito, cars, and red tape. We found the
waterfall but the road was above the creek so we didn’t get to view it very
well. If we’d known better we could have followed a trail closer to the creek which
have been

would be more scenic. We saw ladies herding sheep. Once thru the “pass” we
came to a small town which consisted of several houses, a store, and a jail.
Some natives were sitting on the steps of the store. We stopped to ask directions.
There was an older lady, a couple children and a younger man sitting
on the steps. Also on the steps was a man of indistinguishable age,
dressed in black pants and a grey, dusty, motheaten suit coat, a black
hat and black shoes. And surrounded by flies. The flies bothered the
|on some wooden boxes|

others, but this man was obviously the source. Also Sitting off to the
other side of the building was another young man who looked half crazed
or retarded, with wide glazed eyes. We were sent off on the correct road
followed by 2-6 children not over 3’ tall. We walked past more houses
and farms, the children having to run to match our much longer strides.
In the distance we viewed the creek, now much wider and shallower,
with several ladies and children tending cows and washing clothes.
We reached another town, the children abandoning us by then, but
others still poked heads around the mudbank fences and doorways or
ran giggling in front of us. At another cross roads, due to our
reading the creek as a road on our little Otavalo tourist map,
and to our miscalculating our position, we set off down the wrong
road. Shortly we suspected our error, both confirmed and denied,
respectively, by two little girls. We got back on the track and after walking
now thru a bottomland area right next to the lake and seeing more cows, pigs,
sheep, dogs, and old ladies and children, we ran into Chris walking back up
the same road, about 300 yds from his new house. His contact for pot, and the
lady presently living at the house, wasn’t home. We caught a taxi back to town.

In Otavalo I stopped in a store, bought a liter of milk in a plastic bag,
and walked with C & N to the restaurant with the french fries. We ate
lunch there but it was too expensive. Then we went around the corner
to the breakfast place and had a hamburger. Soon we were joined by
PCV Ed #2. Earlier we’d seen PCV Ed #1 “on his way to work”.
We ate lunch with Ed #2 and another lady yesterday. We sat
around and talked about how dry the pot and coke situation was. Chris
told stories about putting car keys in a slot machine in Vegas,
and drunk driving episodes. Thus guy’s done a lot of weird, crazy
things but seems perfectly normal. Later we were joined by two
more PCVs. Scott(?) and another lady. They’d seen us walking
on the road to Peguchi. We talked about books, drugs, the Peace
Corps, and Ecuador. The party broke up and we came back to the hotel.
I lazed out for a while. About quarter to six Chris came up
and wanted to know if we were going to eat. We got to wondering
if Sheri was home yet. He went off in a taxi to see while N & I
went to check on Doris again. She wasn’t home. We stopped at a
store and bought some Coke, bread, and cookies and came back &
had dinner with some leftover cheese. I read Dostoyevsky and
N wrote more Christmas cards. Chris didn’t come back for over
3 hours. We’d just about given up hope when finally he pulled
in, stoned and having walked back from the lake, with a 1/2 oz.
We proceeded to get high and marvel at our good fortune. We drank
coke and ate cooks. Then Chris retired to read Henry Miller. He
told us he’d be able to move into his house soon. N & I retired to
read and write, respectively.
WED

DEC 13; Awoke early to the music next door. The guy’s radio sits 3’ from my head, the
paneling
sound stopped by an 1/8" masonite board. I got up and flipped N. for the hot shower.
I lost but still had a good warm one. Then off to Mama Rositas, as recommended to
us by Eve & Ann, two British ladies. There we found an energetic lady, her
husband, and a small restaurant. The lady does all the work and makes

the best French crepes with fruit I’ve ever imagined tasted. Before
leaving the hotel, Chris, N&I got high. At the restaurant we were joined
by Collin & G. The 5 of us, between chocolate crepes, crepes with fruit,
and omelettes, kept this poor lady literally running for an hour and
a half. The food was terrific and the lady as friendly as could be. She
greeted us at the door in English, and had English, French, and Spanish menus
listed on the wall. At the end of our meal we told her we’d be back for
spaghetti at 6:30 and to make up a big batch. We left satisfied with
our new “find”. We went to the hotel, grabbed cameras, and started
trucking up the road, the five of us accompanied by PCV (Skip?) of
yesterday. It was a

beautiful day. Crystal clear and warm, we
Imbabura

were able to see the top of the local mountain for the first time in our stay. Even
the dueña was astounded by the weather. We walked up the hill in search
of an old church turned into a weaving coop owned by the Indians. At
first, nobody we asked had even heard of the place. We were told of it by Ed
#

1 who said “keep going up this street ’til you get to it”. We walked - didn’t

find it, turned back up another road, didn’t find it, and turned back
all together. Then we met a fellow at a restaurant who had heard of the coop.
Our directions were correct, we just hadn’t gone far enough. Once at the
coop we saw a marvelous display of 1920’s style spinning and weaving
equip. Like the pics of child labor factories, those kind of machines. All in
functioning condition. In one room they were cleaning the raw cotton. Put it
thru a big machine and it came out as one steady sheet of cotton. I took
some photos of the machines but only after leaving did I realize that the jefe
was quite upset as it was prohibited to enter with a camera. We walked back
to the hotel and spent the rest of the afternoon sitting on the sundeck, reading and
enjoying the sun. I crashed out but awoke about 4:30 in preparation for a slight
party evolving around our anticipated spaghetti dinner. We bought oranges, mandarins,
a pineapple, and bananas. We mixed up a fruit salad while Chris mixed up some
guacamole. Got out the chips, vodka, and grapefruit juice, and sat down to hor’s

d’ourves. About the time the food ran out, Eve and Ann came up on
the veranda to join us. Ann is a buxom, uninhibited, attractive lady. She
likes her scotch and reminds me of Doc M. in her energy and forth-rightness. Eve, on the other hand, has quite surprised me. She’s obviously an
elderly lady. She’s at least 45 and maybe 55 with very wrinkled skin,
died red hair, and patched levis. She’s got more spunk and spirit than
Eve&Ann told us I do, which isn’t saying much, but this lady out “gringo’s” almost
they’d been at the
Rest. for lunch & all the gringos we’ve met. They’ve been traveling together for over a year,
that Mama told
them she had 5 lived and worked in Argentina, hitched and camped in Chile, bartered like
gringos coming in
for dinner. Also bandits for everything in Peru, and got high with us on the veranda.
just before
leaving, N. found Eve says Fuck! & Shit! right with the best of ’em. Ann has more
out that these
ladies were known

to Ben and Dan
from the Gabriel.

drunk stories to tell than Chris. A couple of real ladies. Filled with

life and energy. We talked right up ’til 6:30 when the 5 of us went
off for our dinner. At Mama Rositas, Eve & Ann were behind us, having
changed their plans they decided to come along. The restaurant was full.
We loitered about outside ’til a table cleared. Then the 7 of us sat down and had
a good meal. Much spaghetti and conversation later we walked back to the
Pension. There we sat on the veranda, and then under the awning once it began

HCGC

Thurs

to rain. We talked, drank vodka, scotch, got high, and had a good time.
DEC 14, Awoke feeling stuffed in the guts. N,C,C,&G went off to breakfast
at Mama Rositas again. I stayed behind and took a massive shit. Funny
how travelers in South America put so much thought towards shitting
and the toilet. As Eve said “Shitting is rather a barometer of your
health, isn’t it?” Many travelers will relate intimate scatological stories
at the drop of a piece of T.P. Stories of the terrible toilet
conditions in Peru (hanging your balls over a plugged, reeking, seat-less

on the side

toilet bowl, hanging on with both hands to keep from falling in. An overstuffed
pail of shit stained T.P. and newspaper.) I felt like kicking back for the
whole day. I took a toot, wrote for a while ’til N. & the others
got back from breakfast, and wound up reading for 4 hours.
Dostoyevsky is weaving a nice Perry Mason mystery around God,

The Devil, and everybody in between. Very heavy reading. I find myself
concentrating, and at times re-reading pages. Reading Dost. finally
put me to sleep. I awoke again at 4:30 feeling refreshed. N & I
went out to check on Doris. Earlier - Collin & Gazella had moved
on to Quito. We traded addresses, said good by, and planned on
meeting up in Baños for Christmas. Chris also moved out to
his house by the lake today. Sheri won’t be moving out ’til Sat.
We knocked on Doris’ door but nobody was home. As we turned up
the street to walk back - there was Doris & JR. walking toward us.
She invited us in and turned JR . over to some neighborhood kids.
We toured her house, a sparsely furnished (mats & cushions, a table & 3 chairs)
4 or 5 room, one story, modern dwelling. Outside was a small yard, cultivated,
with a rabbit pen and 4 healthy rabbits. After the tour we left
Up ’til now all

we’d been
able to
find was galletas
de coco.

to get some dinner. We invited ourselves back (this time with pot)
and Doris agreed. We ate at Mamas, had a typical, but good marienda.
After dinner it started to rain. We ran to a store, bought some sandwich
cookies (like on the Gabriel) and ice cream cones. There we stood in the
doorway watching the rain. After finishing off the cones we slogged
our way at a trot the

1

/ 2 block to the Pension. I went out and

bought milk. Came back to cookies and milk.

We relaxed for

a while and then went off to visit Doris. It was still raining and
had gotten dark. We arrived and sat at the table watching JR
dance on the table, pantless. He was finally diapered and put to
sleep. We got stoned and Doris showed her collection of jewelry,
precious, and semi-precious stones. Tigers eye, ruby, topaz, amethyst,
and others. Hopefully her husband will be out of jail tomorrow. His trial is
in the morning. We walked back to the Pension in the fog. The streetlites
reflected off the cobblestones. The palm trees in the park made the whole place
look like a set for “Tarzan” or “King Kong”. We got back and finished off
the milk and cooks. Retired to read and space out.

O

FRI

DEC 15, My guts felt better this morn. 2 days ago I was bloated, now
I feel 10 lbs thinner. N & I got up and went to Mamas again for
breakfast. We had potato pancakes topped with cheese. Very good. She’s
making us a banana bread that’ll be ready by noon. On our way to
Mama’s I saw a man wearing a blue-grey suit coat. On the pocket
was a patch that read, “H ENNEPIN C OUNTY G OVT . C ENTER .” I was
only 3 / 4 awake, so it took a minute for that one to sink in. After
our potato pancakes we went to the “big photo” rest. for coffee and rolls. Back
at the Pension we tooted and retired to read & write for a while. When
noon time rolled around Chris showed up after taking a shower. He was on his way
to Esperanza with Sheri. Sheri is the girl with the 1yr old kid she carries
around in a back pack that we saw first in the Galapagos. N & I went to
get the bread. It wasn’t ready. We walked down the block and bought
a pint of Arrope de Mora (black raspberry syrup). Came back and waited.
Finally the bread was ready. We took it back mold, platter, and
bread. It was not what we thought we were getting. It was more
like banana custard. We ate and laid back to digest and
read. Later on in the afternoon I heard Ben Sias’ voice.
N ran downstairs and sure ’nuff it was him. We all
went to their hotel to meet up with Dan Freidman. From
there we went to Allie Mquies. There we met up with Doris
and Sport Model. Her husband was not back yet. After dinner we
bought some cooks, coke and all came back to toke, eat, and drink.
Dan and Ben retired shortly, followed by N & I.

SAT

DEC 16, Awoke late to a sunshiney morn. Grabbed the camera gear and

We looked in Allie

headed down the street toward the market. I spotted Chris and

Maquies.Doris, JR,

PCV Ed #2 sitting in a cafe. I went in and joined them for a good

#

Sheri, J R 2 and

breakfast. Chris stashed his gear in our room and then we went

another lady with

off to the market. We didn’t spot any one so walked back to

kid were there

Mama Rositas. There they were. So N, Chris, Dan Ben, & I

headed back to the market. N. bought 2 nice embroidered shirts.
Then he and Chris went off to the market to by buy food for
our upcoming hike. Dan and I photo’d for a while then went
back to our Pension. There we met up again with Chris and
Ben. Today was Ben’s last day in South A. We talked a lot about what
it’s like to be going back. Ben doesn’t want to go back to
traffic and pollution. We packed up our gear for the hike
to Lagos Lagunas de Mojandas, 15 k away. Dan, Chris, N & I were
going. Ben had to get back to Quito on Sunday to fly to Miami.
Remember Ben’s Dan & Ben said good by after 4 mos. of traveling together. They
“Loodie Nooo”
and characteristic shook hands on the street corner. As we walked away Ben
hand gesture
implored us to “watch those turds” for him. We stopped to
buy some Gutig water and we were on our way up. Walked
out of town to the SW and immediately started up hill. We
walked along a steep cobblestone drive. After about an
hour we were stopped by an old man sitting along the road.
He implored us to sit and talk with him. He started telling
stories and we listened for a few minutes. The old man told
us we wouldn’t get to Mojandas until 9:30. Our excuse
to start walking. We walked up and up. Beautiful valley vistas
with every new could be seen through doorways in mud walls lining the
turn we looked
for the top
road. Soon the switch backs began. We walked steadily
up hill for 4 hours. My heels were beginning to blister. On
(By truck, we
our way we encountered a lady in a truck. She told us the lakes
later figured)
were 30 min away. We took a break and got high. Then we
met some Indians who said the lakes were 45 min away.
Then we met a kid on a horse who told us 2 more hours. He knew he was going there. 2 more hours of hard uphill marching through
beautiful landscapes. I noted the fact that we were looking
over, not up, at the clouds. The final 45 min was more or

less level but this did little to help my by now broken blistered
heels. Decided to get a T-shirt with “Give a blister a break Take a walk” on the back. We finally limped into the little
public shelter at the lake shore. Chris broke out the McKenzie
and Dan fired up the stove. The same kid with the horse on
the road lives right up the hill from the shelter. We drank
and ate a good dinner of tuna surprise and cookies. I
retired to throbbing heels and a racing heart. It took me
a long time to fall asleep.
Sun

DEC 17, Awoke this morn and took a close look at my heels. Both had
blistered and broken open. I cut away as much of the dead skin as I had to
to put on a bandage. I taped up both heels and put on the boots. I walked
like Frankenstein, unable to bend at the heels and stiff in knees & hips.
I broke out our stove and proceeded to make a maximum dose of
Terranaut Glop with bananas & Arrope de Mora. Gooood. Since being
awakened by a crying baby and the little kid from yesterday stomping
across the wooden floor, we were not without the 2 kids watching
us, either thru the window at first, or right in the door later on.
The little girl watched us make and eat breakfast. Afterwards we still had
some uneaten pieces of bread. So I offered one to the little girl. Her
eyes lit up and she munched down. I gave another piece to her older
brother along with the rest of our bottle of A. de M. Later as we were
almost packed and ready to go-I took a group photo of the 4 of us with
the 2 kids. We got underway about 9AM. I limped behind the rest,
taking pics. and trying not to think about how much my feet hurt.
Once the trail started heading steadily downhill, I did fine. We
stopped along the way for an orange break and as we were stopped, we saw 3
little kids rolling down the road on a little 4 wheeled cart. They whizzed
right by, not suffering at all from blisters. A little later we stopped for
our pineapple break, I pealed the skin off but in so doing dropped the fruit

Aside from the into the dirt. Nothing serious - easily wiped off. The last hour of the
pain, the walk
back was more downhill was the steepest and most tiring. I now had blisters on
beautiful than the
walk up. Nice the front of my feet from downhill and my legs were feeling
sunshiney day.
I got into the
rubbery. But we made it. We dropped off our stuff at the Pension
Zen of walking
and felt
and I was barely able to limp over to the rest. Central for lunch.
tranquilified
as only time
It
took 41/2 hrs coming down. Back from lunch we got Chris
away from civil.
can do.
Cotton’s address. He split to go back to the lake. N & I got stoned and

spent the afternoon reading & writing. Dan moved into Chris’ old
room here at the Pension. He, N, Eve & Ann all went off to eat Chinese.
My feet were too sore to put on shoes so I stayed behind. N brought
me a can of tuna & some bread for dinner. We settled the meal and
retired. By now Ben should be back in the states.
MON.

DEC 18, Awoke to sore feet and aching calves. I put Iodine and some
other disinfectant on my wounded heel (the rt one’s worst) last nite before
sleep. Today it’s drying up but still a hole in my heel. In walking down
hill yesterday I blistered both big and little toes - but not badly. We
spent the morn lounging about and packing up all our stuff. We
said good by to Dan and planned to meet up again in Bolivia in
May. I taped up my heel again this time with the Ace bandage over
the top to help cussion cushion. We picked up our overloaded backpacks, complete with sweaters, shirts, blouses, blankets, and another bottle
of Arrope de Mora. First a stop to return our coke bottles and then
out to the PanAm. No sooner had we gotten to the road than a little
pick up pulled over into the gas station near by. He would take
us to Quito. We piled ourselves and our packs (just enough room) into
the back and took a quick ride to Quito - shooting moving photos from
the back of the truck. The only problem was that the ride let us off at the
far north end of Quito. We pulled our packs to the side of the road and started
hitching again. It was lunch hour and many businessmen with ties and
empty pick ups passed us by. Finally a guy pulled over and gave us a ride

to within 2 miles of the Gran Casino. But my feet were unable
to take even that short a walk so we hired a cab (40 S) for the
same cost as the bus from Otavalo to Quito. Arrived at the Casino
and checked in. All our stored stuff was just as we left it. N & I
ate an uninspired lunch here. Then N. went off to check on film
and mail. I stayed back and began reading “Centennial”. N returned
somewhat later. Our film is in and he got a start at the paperwork. He also got a copy of “Gravity’s Rainbow” and picked up a
letter for me from home. A rather depressing letter about sick cats
and people. Just what I needed to cheer me up. We read for a while
and then about dinner time N went back out to try and find Eve
and Ann at the Guayaquil # 2 and then to eat. I told him to
bring me a crust of bread and retired to read. After a while
I opened up a box of Galletas de Coco and munched. We’ve been living
on these cookies and Coka-cola ever since leaving the Galapagos.
TUES

DEC 19. Awoke late to another day of relaxation. Joined Norris after his
shower for a breakfast here at the hotel. Then he went off to play red-tape
roulette with the Aduana. I spent the morn. writing a letter to Hec. and
a card to Ed & Doc. After that I relaxed and read Centennial for a while.
A very boring book. Around 1:30 N got back with the film. Only took
2 days this time. He also got some bread, cheese, fresh cookies, and with
our Arrope de Mora we had a fine lunch. Spent the afternoon planning how
and what to mail back to the U.S. I loaded all the exposed 64 back
into a metal can. It fit. We relaxed for a while. N. had gone over
to see Eve & Ann on his way to the P.O. They told him that Collin &
Gazella sat here in the Gringo drinking beer waiting for N & I. Well N.
was over talking to E&A and I was sitting right here. So they missed us. They
were heading for Baños today. N made a date to go to dinner with E & A.
They came by at 6 and we went off to the Perla Oriental. My foot is healing
up fast. N - on the other hand - aggravated a blister on his heel by covering
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it with moleskin. When he pulled the moleskin off - off came the blister.
He was limping worse than me. We ate a leisurely dinner followed
by a few beers and good talk. When they closed the outside door (the
big metal sliding kind that come down from the ceiling) we decided
it was time to head back. We took the bus back to the square and
went with E & A to the Guayaquil. We sat in their room eating bread
and cheese, drinking coffee they made on their nifty little alcohol burner.
Eve is about 51 but acts like your average 26 yr old gringa. At
dinner we decided to write a drinkers guide to S.A. to supplement
their 1 burner stove cookbook. The drinks are to include cheap local
liquor and easily available mixes. Like trigo with coconut milk and
a twist of lomotil. Back at the Guayaquil Eve discussed starting
a class for rehabilitating returning Gringos. It would concentrate
on teaching them not to talk about shitting, not to burp or fart publicly,
not to stub cigs. on the floor, not to spit anywhere, not to put T.P.
in the wastebasket, and not to say “fuck” every other word. Ben’s
scatological bent even rubbed off on them. We were sitting around
the dinner table discussing the quality of turds (good little turds-oooh
gooood little turds!) sinkers versus floaters, the squirts
versus long, hard ones, etc. Ann is a buxom, attractive 32 yr
old very british lady. Her idea of a winter day is to lie in
bed with a hot scotch. Both these women like to talk. We sat around
’til about 12 just shooting the shit. Came back to the hotel & retired.
DEC 20: Got up and took a shower. Joined N. for breakfast. We
went down to down town to find out about shipping our package to
Hector. We gathered up all our dirty clothes and loaded on to the
bus. After dropping off our clothes at the coin-op we went our
different ways, N went to the Air Freight office and I went
to the U.S. embassy. I wanted to get info about mailing stuff
back. All I got was a pamphlet about the U.S. Customs.

we got a note
from Eve&Ann,
they’d missed
us by about 5min.
They said to call
and have dinner
with them.

T h e re I w a s re ad i ng ab o u t a ll t h e “ g o o d ” t h in g s
t h e C u s t o m s ha s do n e f o r m e lat e l y , n am e ly s t o p p in g
t o n s & t o n s o f p o t fr o m c o m in g i nt o t h e U .S . I go t
lit t le i nf o a bo u t p ar ce l s . I t l o ok s as t h o H e c t o r m a y
h av e t o p l ay Cu s t o m s Ro u le t t e i n o r d e r t o cla im
t h e p a ck ag e . I m e t N . a t t he F u e n t e . H e f o u nd
o u t t ha t w e h a d t o t a ke t h e p a ck ag e o v er t o t h e
ai rp o rt t o s h ip it o u t . W e ro d e t h e bu s bac k t o
t h e o l d c it y . O n t h e w ay ba ck t o t he h o t e l w e s t o p p e d
at t h e s up e r m ark e t an d b o ug h t s o m e s a la mi a n d b re ad .
W e als o t r ie d t o g e t a bo x . T h e f e ll o w t o ld us t h e r e
w e re s o m e at t h e fr o nt o f t h e s t o re . J us t a s w e
w e re ab o u t t o w a lk o f f w i t h a g oo d o n e , an o t h e r
fe l lo w s t o pp e d u s a n d t o ld u s w e co u ld n ’t t ak e it
be c au s e t h e y n e e d e d i t t he m s e l ve s . S o w e w a lke d
d o w n t h e s t re e t an d p u lle d i nt o an o t h e r pl ac e . T h e r e
w e go t a ni ce ci g are t t e c ar t o n ju s t t h e ri gh t
s iz e f o r o u r s t u f f . Ba ck a t t h e h o t e l w e h ad
a g o o d l un c h o f s ala m i, b re ad , c h e e s e & c o ke .
Af t e r lu nc h w e r e lax e d f o r a w h il e . T h e n N c al le d
t h e M ay as . T he t o l d u s t h e y ’d co m e by ab o ut
3: 30 a nd t a ke us f o r a t ou r of t h e cit y. W he n
t h e P .O . o pe n e d I w alk e d u p an d m ai le d t h e l e t t e r s
t o H e ct o r & Ed . O n t h e w a y b ac k I s t o p p e d at
s e v e ra l p ap e la ri as t o g e t s o me t ap e an d w r ap p in g
p ap e r f o r o u r p ar ce l A ro ll o f t a pe c o s t s fr o m
3 - 7 dollars! Needless to say I didn’t buy any. Back at
the hotel we awaited the Maya’s arrival. Sitting by the
front door we talked to a couple fellows from Colo. who
were trying to sell something to raise the $10 each they

n e ed e d t o p a y t h e e x it t a x t o g e t o u t o f E c. T h e y ha d
t h e ir t i ck e t b u t o t h er w is e w e r e b ro k e. T h e M a y as
ar ri ve d a nd t o o k us f o r a ri d e in t he i r b ig T r av e la ll. W e
t o u re d t h e ci t y an d t h e y t o o k u s t o co l le ct o ur lau n d ry .
T h e t o o k u s t o t he H o t e l Q u it o h ig h a bo v e t he ci t y
an d w e r e ve r y f r ie n d ly f o lk s . Ba ck a t t he h o t e l ( w e
w e re g o i ng t o g o t o M i t ad d e l M u nd o b u t d id n ’t ha v e
t im e ) N c all e d E v e & A n n to s ee i f th ey we re s t il l
in t o wn . T he y in v it e d u s t o c o m e o v e r fo r di nn e r .
Ju s t a s w e w e r e abo u t t o le av e , t h e p o w e r w e n t o u t .
W e w al ke d d o w n t o t h e s t o r e t o b uy e gg s fo r o m e le t t e s .
Ju s t be f o re w e w a lke d o ut o f t h e s t o re t h e p o w e r
w e n t ba ck o n. T h e n N . n o t ic e d t h at 2 o f t h e e g g s
w e re cr ac ke d . W e p ro t e s t e d b ut , s in ce t h e y w e re
fr e s h , w e bo u g ht t he m an y w ay . T he p o w e r o u t ag e
w as d u e t o a t re m e n do u s t h u nd e r s t o rm . O n o u r
w al k t o Ev e & A n n’ s w e h a d t o d o d g e b ig p ud d le s .
O n t h e br id g e o v er L a R o nd a , e v e ry t im e a c ar
w e n t b y it s e n t a w all o f w at e r ca s ca di n g o n t o
t h e s t re e t be l o w . W e ha d t o d o d g e t he w a t e rf al l
bu t m ad e it O K . A t t h e G u ay a qu il #1 An n ma d e
u s o m e le t t e s w i t h b re a d a n d s a lam i o n t h e s i d e .
W e s at ar o u nd an d lis t e n e d t o E & A t al k ab o ut
t h e ms el v e s . Ev e is J e w is h an d i mm i gr at e d t o E ng l an d
fr o m S . Af r ica fo r “ po l it ic al r e as o n s ” . T he y t o ld ab o ut
w o rk in g i n a f a ct o r y i n L o n d o n . Ev e w as in t h e
process of breaking up with her husband and had to take
a couple days off for business. Ann told the factory workers
that she was sick. So they all took up a collection for
her - bought flowers - candy - scotch. She was so embarrassed

t h at s h e co u ld n ’t g o ba ck t o w o r k t h e re . S he ’ s
an e x pe r ie n ce d in d u s t ri al a na ly s t an d t h o ug h t
ab o ut r e s t ru c t u rin g t h e w ho l e f ac t o r y . An n i s a
m ur al p ai nt e r . Bo t h are w e ll co n n e ct e d in E ng l is h
s o ci al ci rc le s . A ft e r a lo n g n ig h t ’ s t alk w e re t ire d .
Thurs

Dec 21, Awoke late. Our first order of business was to go out and buy
wrapping paper and tape. We settled on the kind of tape that needs to
be activated by water. On the way back to the hotel I got started
shooting pictures from the hip. I strolled down the streets taking
photos of shops, cargadors, colorful plastic tubs, and bums. Once
the film was gone I came back to the hotel. N. had been back
and dropped off the paper & tape, then he headed out to photo with
the telephoto. I loaded all the 200 (-N’s roll) into a can
and was writing a letter to Hector to enclose with the parcel
when N. returned. As I loaded his roll into the can he told
me he’d run into Jacquelin & Christine, the two beautiful
French ladies we met our last day on the Gala. They made
a date for 7 for dinner. We spent the next couple hours
loading all the stuff into the carton, making up packing slips, and
wrapping the thing all up. Once it was ready to go we headed
down to the square and loaded it onto a bus. They charged us
1.40 S each on the bus but the box cost 2 S. At the
airport we were directed to the TAME air freight office. We
waited in line and finally got the package weighed (11k)
and the paper work filled out. Just as we were about to leave
I noticed on our copy of the shipping receipt that the
destination noted was Guayaquil. N. told the guy of the mistake.
We got our money and package back with instructions to go to
Brannif. All this running around because we couldn’t find the Andes
office. N went out and called their office down town. After

several busy lines - he got thru. They said they had an office
there at the ’port. So we followed their directions and wound
up at an air freight warehouse a half block down the road. That
wasn’t it either. Finally after asking for numerous directions,
we were successfully directed to the office. It was just a couple
doors down from the TAME office where we’d started, but in his
search, N hadn’t seen the sign. We got our paperwork filled
out and left the package there. Back on the bus and back to the
down town office to pay the bill. It came to $ 34 but I didn’t
have that much in cash so I had to walk back down to the
Casa de Cambio across from AmEx. Once the bill was payed, N.
& I were starving, not having eaten since breakfast. So, with 2
hours to kill before our dinner date with the French ladies, we
decided to have a snack at Mc Dold Donalds. Burger and fries
later, we took the slow bus back to the old city. The bus was
so slow we walked the last mile and beat it to the square.
Back at the hotel we slipped into some clean duds and walked
over to the Guayaquil to meet J & C. They were waiting, as
beautiful as ever. We decided to go to the Italia for dinner. It
was just down the street from the Chaulafan place on Olmedo.
Just as our food arrived who should walk in but E & A. Ann
was upset because she’d not heard from her mother in several mos.
so she’d sent a telegram to check up on her. No answer yet. They
didn’t eat dinner with us. They left before we’d finished talking.
J & C & N & I walked around looking for a bar. All the bars in the
old city are particularly sleezy. We opted for a liquor store. There
we bought a qt. of Vodka and some grape fruit juice. Our next thought was
where to go. No visitors allowed at the Casino and J & C had a 3rd
girl in their room who we didn’t want to disturb, I suggested going to
E & A’s. No objections. We woke them up but they invited us

in. They’d already finished a small bottle of Scotch but joined
us none the less. Ann was quite sloshed. We finished the one
bottle and then N. took up a collection and went out for another.
All the cig. smoke (she said) got to J. so she left. Eve told
about wiring to her bank manager in London for some money due
to an “unexpected emergency”. The emergency was the necessity
of showing cash in order to cross into Guat & Mex. To
her great satisfaction and surprise she received $1,000
But she doesn’t have that much money in the bank and
she’d already received her allotted maximum. Evidently the
mgr. pulled some strings somewhere. They also told about their
adventures getting their visas renewed in Huaras (or was it
Trujillo?) In Lima they said it’d be no problem but in
Trujillo they were forced to find another British subject to
vouch for them. Finally they found some business official to
sign the papers. Back at the immigration after days of running
around and frustration with the red tape, they handed over their
passports and the paperwork. The man stamped their passports
without looking at the papers. “Who ever told you you needed
these?” asks the official “He obviously didn’t know anything. Renewal
is automatic in Peru.” Every day in S.A. is like an April Fools
Joke. They also told about the magic man who wanted them to
strip and be cleansed of evil spirits with some cheap cologne,
only because he had a bad dream about them traveling in Col.
As the night wore on Ann passed out and N. got very drunk.
E, C, N & I finished off the 2 nd bottle. C retired and about
4 AM I guided N back to the hotel.
FRI

DEC 22, Awoke late and hung over. N. went out and mailed the rest of
his Christmas cards. He got back and we packed up our packs. Out onto
the street. We went to say good by to Eve & Ann. They gave us a

copy of Thomas Mann’s “Magic Mountain” and said they’d meet us
in Baños for christmas. We started trucking down Calle Maldonado.
We walked uphill in the hot sun with heavy packs and still sore feet.
After a couple miles of still not being outside the city we decided
to try our luck hitching. It took us almost an hour but we finally
got a ride in the back of a big stake bed truck. The back was covered
with sand so that to sit in the back, facing the back, you got eyes
full of sand. To face forward, the wind blew so hard as to chill
you and give one earaches. We pulled out our sweaters and rode it
out. About 60 k down the road, the driver stopped, gave us his
address, filled up the back of his truck with old ladies & little
kids, and drove off a side road. We hitched but this time only
waited 10 min. A little Jap. made pickup stopped and we climbed
into the back with boxes of dishes and old shoes. Soon it began to
rain. We pulled out the ponchos and made a tent over us in the
back of the truck. The wind slapped & flapped the ponchos around us.
Outside Latacunga we stopped to see a lake and eat some little
bread/cracker jobs. The first thing we’d eaten all day. We finally
arrived in Ambato. We were greeted by an old fellow who helped
us load off our packs. Shortly we caught the bus to Baños. I had
to sit in a little fold-up seat right next to the driver. Every
time he pulled the handle to open the door, I had to assist
since the handle was right in my lap. We were greeted in
Baños by several little kids all trying to rent us rooms. We went
with one and rented a small room with lumpy beds for 30S each,
even tho the kid told us it would be 25. After this our first
thought was food. Out on the street we immediately ran into Chris
Cotton. He had arrived in town about an hour before. We inquired about
Collin & Gazella. While trying to find the Mercedes Rest. we ran into another
couple Gringos who’d seen C. & G. in town. On the way to their hotel,

we met them on the street. They were with another fellow named
Fraser. We all went off to the Mercedes but it was closed. So we
went to another place farther down the road. Soon after ordering
Chris told us
we were joined by 3 Australian girls - Barbara, Wendy, and Patricia
that Doris’ husb.
was still in
and a fellow from France named Allen(?) We all waited for dinner.
jail. And he’d
had a falling out N & I ordered chateaubriand and were the last served. After dinner
with Sheri. He
won’t go back
we went off to the Aust. girl’s hotel. There was a big room complete
’til she’s moved out
with a nice stereo. Chris & Collin went out to round up more
gringos. Several bottles of wine were bought along with a bottle
of Scotch. We listened to Chuck Berry, Rolling stones, B. B. King,
Commander Cody, and Janis Joplin among others. Everybody
danced and drank. We were joined by about 10 other folks,
making it a big party. On christmas eve there’ll be
another party at the same place, the fellow says we can carry
on ’til dawn. Not feeling in a dancing mood I came back about
10, worn out from the last couple days of late nite action. I
smoked a bowl, wrote, and retired.
Sat.
D EC 23, Awoke late. N & I walked down to the same rest. as
last nite for breakfast. Chris, Barb, Wendy and Fraser were there
ahead of us. We talked for a while then they left to go to the
hot baths. N & I ate banana pancakes (like the banana “bread”
Mama Rosita made in Otavalo) with more syrup. Then we had
a bowl of yoghurt, fruit & grainola. Very filling. With a glass
of pure O.J. on the side a real 35 S breakfast. After
breakfast we went to the hotel Palace and talked to Maria (somebody
told us about her) about renting a house. She led us to a house
near the hill and showed us a little shack outside and a room inside,
upstairs. Not a whole house and in pretty seedy condition. She knew of
no other houses so we politely declined and walked on. We came back
to our Res., toked a little, got our trunks and headed for the baño.

Falls
cave

Bar

We walked about 2 k out to the hot baths. We payed 5S, got
a basket, changed clothes (just like the Municipool in LaX) and
joined Chris, Barb, Wendy & Fraser in the pool. There are 3 main
pools. One is hot, hot - like a sauna. One is hot like a nice
bath and one is cold. We sat in the hot one for a while,
then in the cold warm one, then back to the hot, then jumped
into the cold for a real rush. Then hot, warm, hot, cold, hot
and then off to the near by waterfall. A bar had been constructed
across the falls so you could hang on to the bar and let the
water pound over head, back and legs. A great massage. Under
the falls was a little cave just big enough for 2 people. The
falls rushing by in front of you, walls covered by moss, it’d be
a perfect place to smoke if you could get it in without getting
wet. Then back to the hot, cold, warm, etc. N & I left after the
rest of the folks. Walked back to town and inquired of our hotel
mgr. about houses to rent. His friend told us to go and talk to
Sra. de Luna but she wasn’t home. So we went to the market
and bought a piña. There we stopped at a little stand and
had a bowl of big noodle soup with rice and potato things
on the side. Back at the hotel I tooted and crashed. Awoke
about 6:30 and went out to dinner with Chris, Collin, Gazella,
Fraser, Barb, Wendy, Patricia, Allen, another girl named Eilene(?)
and N. We ate at the oriental place. While we were finishing
our meal, and old guy comes up and stands by the door. Soon he
starts to dance a little jig. Then he pulls a little mouth whistle
out and starts whistling a tune and dancing about. All this
going on in the restaurant doorway. Everybody watched and clapped
when he finally finished. We handed him some change. Then he started
playing with his false teeth. He’d put them in upside down, sideways,
and backwards. Very comical and slightly gross. Everyone laughed
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and groand groaned. He finally went away. After dinner
Collin & N went out to play pool. Chris, the Aussie girls &
Fraser went off for a nite cap with Gazzella. I came back
to write and catch up with the last few days before the holiday
blitz obliterates all memory. Eve & Ann didn’t make it
to town today, or atleast we didn’t see them. We were supposed
to leave a message for them at the Mercedes but it will be
closed ’til monday. This morn at breakfast, the lady who
runs the place received a christmas card from someone
in the U.S. They sent her a 5 dollar bill. (125 S) After
confirming the value of the bill, the lady had to sit down
for a while with tears in
her eyes. This afternoon I
was awakened by a sound truck playing christmas songs.
Christmas trees abound in windows with blinking lites and
even the big pine tree in the plaza is lighted. Christmas
in Baños with all the Gringos should be a real party.
D EC 24, Awoke and went off to the Paisano for breakfast. Had
French toast with yoghurt, fruit & grainola on the side. After
breakfast N&I checked with de Luna again about a house for
rent. Some fellow (not the owner) took us in his truck to the outskirts
of town and showed us a basic little house with a hole in
the concrete for a shitter and running water outside by the “stoneop”. As we were leaving town, the fellow’s little boy was crying and
making a fuss. Another guy tried to put the little kid into the
back of the truck but he cried & kicked even more. So we drove
off - the little one running behind the truck, screaming his lungs
out. He followed us for almost 2 blocks, running his legs as fast as
they’d go. Finally he just sat down in the middle of the street & bawled.
When we got back from looking at the house (we couldn’t find out the
price because the owner was drunk) we came back to our room. We met

ture - Examine with care."
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little kid
looked at house
I went back to res with Chris & toked
N went to look up de Luna
N came back with Chris & we toked
C went to check on basketball
N went to check drunken on price, guy was drunk
C came back.
N "
"
C N & I went out to check on time of C F
C & N looked for and bought Retalin & Valium
We ate at the chicken place
respect.
Came back & toked and ate Rets.
Went to Oasis & bought beer
Watched cards, Bottles back
Went for Aussie girls
Went to C.F.

#
#
N -> Pharm 2 vallium
C -> Pharm 1 No R

C N & I -> Rest
#
C -> Pharm 2 Ret

tricks
hearts
queens
K.of hearts
run
all the above
After
cards we ate
good chicken
at a chicken
Place

Chris on the street and he came back with us and toked. Then
he went off to his place to return either to go for a walk or play
basketball. He returned but the court was closed and there wasn’t
enough time to walk before the cock fights began. So we walked down to
the arena to check on the exact time. Located the place and had a
look around. The show started at 3. The ring was about 10m in
diameter with 1m wooden sides. Around the arena were bleachers
of wood, set at a very steep angle, 3 deep back to the walls
on 3 sides. On the 4 th side was the entrance to the ring and a
small “reception” area where they sold the tickets, snacks, and
settled bets. The hall was empty when we arrived so we
walked back to the Oasis bar by way of the basketball court
(still closed). We bought 6 beers at the bar and took them
up to join Collin, Gazella, Allen & Fraser who were playing
a rather strange card game. Everybody got to deal 6 times
in a row. Each deal he has to decide which of 6 different
games to play until each one has been played. The games are
played like hearts in that each trick or heart or specific card or
cards held by you at the end of the hand is counted against
you, low score wins. We watched the game for a while and then
left with Chris to get the Aussie girls, specifically Barb, who
has been getting it on with Chris. Barb was there but didn’t
want to go to the cock fight. We arrived at the ring at 3:15
and found a crowd of people. We payed 5 S and got some seats
next to Fraser, Allen, C., & G, Wendy, Patricia, Larry and Jean.
Larry and Gene were from Florida and had to be heading
back to Quito on Thursday Monday. As we took our seats the fight
was about to get underway. The “ref” rang a bell, the “trainers”
released the birds after first thrusting them together to get them riled
up. The birds started by jumping up, flapping their wings together

and attempting to rake the other’s neck or head with big
The birds
2" steel claws taped to their legs. After this they would raise
were shaved
under their
the feathers around their necks and bob their heads, feinting
wings and
around legs.
and testing. Then they’d start walking around, necks toBefore the
fight the
gether, attempting to peck first at feathers and then the
trainers would
skin around the head & neck. This proceeded for a long
take a mouthfull of some
time, the necks of the dumb birds getting progressively
clear liquid and
bloodier. They’d throw in a few kicks just for excitement
then spray it
onto the bird’s but the fight was really quite boring. More exciting,
head & under
it’s wings.
however, were the men betting on the outcome. Constantly
throughout the fight, there was banter between the trainers
and individuals in the crowd, and between individuals
themselves. At any significant change in the fight,
such as an especially good kick to the head, or a fall by
one bird, the betting suddenly heightened, everybody hustling
to make a killing or cover a bad, previous bet. Chris
soon left to get something to drink. He brought back a
Coke bottle with some rum and limes in it. At the
end of the fight neither bird was killed but both were
bloodied. The looser just kept running away and would
The trainers
fight no more. Before the next round could begin they
would open their
little cases and had to decide what birds were going to fight next. This
pull out the claws
to be put on
gave folks time to relax and collect winnings. One fellow,
the birds.First
the legs are
obviously dissatisfied with something, started blows with
taped,then the claws
are affixed with another, who was quickly kicked out by the lady minding the
wax, then
taped over
snacks. Back in the ring they had to find 2 birds of equal
or almost equal weight who wanted to fight. Once they found
two feisty cocks, they weighed them and set the odds. The bell
was rung and the ring was cleared. The bell was rung again
and the fight began. Both betting and fighting went hand
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in hand. We stayed for 3 fights. Before going to the ring
Chris walked into a Farmacia and bought 2 boxes of
Retalin, a form of speed. We popped a couple to keep us
up for the party. After the cock fights I went to Chris’
room with Allen to get high. N. had gone ahead to the
Santa Clara to practice q guitar and hadn’t seen the
fights. Allen, Chris & I sat around for a while drinking &
smoking. Then we went over to the party. There was a big
Christmas dinner at the Paisano so many folks were
still eating when we arrived. Still there were 15 people.
Soon the hall was filled with dancing, drunk, gringos. (40-50)
We heard Doors, Dylan, Joplin, Cody, King, etc. Good tunes.
I got very high but not too drunk. Talked with Wendy,
the Aussie, about her husband and her life on the Great
Barrier Reef. Danced a little and had a good time. Wound
up necking with a little lady on the sidewalk around the
corner from the party, but she went home with somebody
else. I rolled back to the Res., toked, and crashed about 4AM.
D EC 25. Merry Christmas. Awoke very late and only slightly
hung over. N & the rest had gone for hot baths earlier, when
he returned we went off to the Sangay for Christmas dinner.
The dinner was to start at 1PM. We arrived shortly followed
by Larry and Gene (from Florida). Then Barbara, Wendy, and
Patricia (the Aussie girls). Then Collin, Gazella, Fraser, and
Elaine (from Canada), Chris (Oregon) and at the end, Allen
(France). A good dinner was not had by all. First, the party
started late. We weren’t seated until 1:30 and we had to move our
own tables together (quietly please!) We waited while people
around us were being served. We ordered some beers and waited.
Soon we were served an empanada. These were devoured

readily. Everybody was famished, hung over to varying
degrees, and looking forward to a real “back home” type of
Christmas dinner like big slabs of turkey and dressing
with cranberry sauce and a salad on the side, wine
or at least coffee. After the empanada we were served
soup. We waited eagerly for what must be next - the
main coarse course. I Finally we were served on
great silver platters, covered with one thin layer of
potatoes and peas. Scattered among the veggies were several
unidentifiable pieces of what we presumed (only out
of eagerness) to be turkey. The first piece I got was
85% bone and 5% skin. I was not alone. The “main
course” was truly atrocious and everybody knew it.
To be fair - the turkey was accompanied by a good
tamale. We quickly finished off the 2 silver platters worth,
13 hungry mouths working eagerly. After “dinner” we made
many jokes about the awfulness and sparsity of the meal. Our
host, a red haired, mustachioed, English man with a limp,
we all thought, must realize how awful the meal was.
He wasn’t just some dumb Ecuadorian, he was an English
man, he knew christmas. He came over to us and asked
us if we liked our meal. We all groaned and several outright “nos” were heard. Our host asked “Seriously?” There
was unanimous agreement. We complained that for the over
70 U.S. dollars we were paying - we were getting less than
20 dollars worth of food. Soon another platter of turkey
and peas came out. This was doled out evenly, the last piece
of turkey was split 6 ways - each one getting a mouthfull. The attitude of the Gringos was pissed - but laughing
and joking. We were convinced that we wouldn’t pay

Larry and
Gene left for
Quito right
after dinner

TUES

the 130 S each for this insult. Desert was brought in at
this point. 2 little scoops of ice milk and a piece of cake.
The postre was generally enjoyed and probably did more for
the meal than any other course. After much discussion we
asked for the bill and prepared our rebuttal. We called the
manager over and Chris told him we were being grossly overcharged
for the meal. That 130 S was ridiculous and we were prepared
to pay more like 75. The manager said it wasn’t up to us to
set prices. Then Gene told him we were quite prepared to pay
the full 130 for a full meal, but this one had fallen far
short. The manager paused, picked up the tab and walked
away. Just before this confrontation, Wendy had talked
to an Englishman in the Foyer who told her that the
kitchen was understaffed and many people were off because of the
holiday. Our host returned with an altered bill; we were each
charged 100 for the meal, 15 for beers, plus a 15% automatic
tax. We payed up and as the manager walked away he said that
he’d never do this (Christmas meal) and again. “Not with us,
anyway” Collin said. By the time we left it was 4:30.
We walked to the Mercedes, now open, and I ordered up a
veggie pie, still needing to achieve that Christmas glut. I
could eat about 2/ 3 of it. The Mercedes is a small place with 13
different languages of menus on the walls. The meals are prepared
one at a time. After eating I came back to the res. and
settled the meal, read and crashed. N wound up going out for a
walk with Elaine whom he has fallen “madly in lust” with.
DEC 26: Awoke and went down to the Paisano to join the group for breakfast.
Collin, Gazella, Chris, the 3 Aussie girls, Elaine and Fraser or Allen. The Aussies were leaving
so we traded addresses and kissed them all goodby. N, Elaine & I came back to the
room and got high. Then we decided to walk toward Rio Verde and try and

find the trail Ben told us about. About 40 min down the road
we ran into the older fellow we met waiting for the bus in
Ambato. We mentioned that we were still looking for a place to
rent. N. found out that the house we looked at Sun. goes for
1000 S. Too much. This guy said he had a place. We were led
upstairs, next door. There was living a family of 5 or so but
they could be moved down to the next house on a day’s notice
and the rent was 400S with lites. We looked it over and decided
to get back to him. We continued down the road looking for the
other house to show Elaine. For some reason, we missed it. We
walked on down the road, marveling at the sheer hillsides. The hills
come right down into town, in fact there’s a waterfall that
falls right at the edge of town. Back in the hills there
was another waterfall. We walked off the road and admired the
scenery near the falls. High mountain peaks shrouded with clouds,
below, steep cultivated fields and trees. We walked past the
falls and thru the tunnel. We found Ben’s path but didn’t see
it until we were past the turn off so we stayed on the road.
On the other side of the tunnel we turned back. Just as we
were about to enter - 4 big trucks drove thru raising a cloud
of dust thick enough to obscure the other end for a minute
or so. People still inside came out coughing and rubbing their
eyes. On the walk back we found our first house and looked
inside again. Not worth 1000 S. Once back in town we headed
straight for the Mercedes. I ordered up a chateaubriand that
would stand up in any american rest. Goood. Elaine went
back to clean up. N & I went back to relax. A couple hours later we went
back to Elaine’s. Sat there talking and then went out to try and find
a dance that was supposed to be last nite but was really tonite.
It wasn’t tonite either. We walked around until it began to

rain. We pulled into a coffee shop and had something to drink.
As I was about to pay for all - Elaine pulled out a bill to
pay for hers. The rest. man told her she shouldn’t pay. He
looked at me and said “it’s better that I pay, no?” Elaine
began to laugh at his joke. Soon we all were laughing. Back at the
res. I fixed Elaine’s umbrella and she went home. Earlier at
the Mercedes, as N & E & I walked in, I saw a very familiar
face sitting at a table. I walked up and said “I know you you’re Holly Munsen.” She was indeed. Now living in
Bucaramanga, Colombia with her husband, she’s on a school
holiday in Ecuador. We talked about all the Middlebrook people
I or she could remember. She’ll come by later to trade addresses.
It’s a small world when you start running into old friends in
far away places. It’s one thing to meet someone on the trail
and then run into them later on - unexpectedly. That happens to
meeting
everybody who travels long enough. But somebody from home
is a rare occasion.
D EC 27: Awoke and went over to the Paisano for breakfast. We
W ED
Break alone
C C&G left
met no one there. We walked back toward Collin & Gazella’s, and
moved rooms
N talked with E
I wrote_saw circus Chris’ residencia. We met Collin on the way. I gave him
went to baths
Ate at M & saw
my birth cert. so he could pick up any mail in Quito.
Holly again
talked. Joined by
Fraser. Came back He and G. are coming back to Baños on friday. Chris is going
and toked with F&E
back to Otavalo to see if Sheri is moved out yet. He’s going
to wire me and then we’ll try and climb Cotapaxi. We
said good-bys and see you laters. Not too often on the trail
do you get a “see you later”. We went up and inquired of
Elaine what her plans were. We talked for while. Norris has grown very
enamored with this young lady. I like her, too. Then we came back, determined
to move into the same hotel for the reason of harder beds. We found
out that the owners of this place and the other one are one

of the res.

Elaine told
about travelling
with Collin.
She’d gone back
to live with some
guy and Collin
went back sick
with Hep. He
returned with
Gazella and she
returned when
the match didn’t
strike

Thurs

and the same. The names are the same, so it stands to reason.
We came back here and inquired of the owner who told
us there were no hard beds over there, but that she had
hard beds here. She showed us #14 which, in contrast to
our first room, has 4 complete walls, 3 beds, and room to
set our packs. Even room to entertain. After changing
rooms and toking - N went back to visit E. I wrote.
Soon N. came back and was ready to go to the hot
baths. I grabbed my stuff and we waited down on the
corner for E. While we were waiting we saw a truck
go by carrying a lioness and 2 other smaller, wild
cats. From this and the construction going on by the
bull ring, we concluded that the circus must be in town.
E. came out and the 3 of us enjoyed a leisurely afternoon
in first the hot, then the cold, then hot, cold, hot, waterfall,
hot, warm, hot, waterfall. Came back into town and went back
to the Mercedes. There I ran into Holly again. We talked
for a little while. The Mercedes has the best veggie
pie this side of California. We were also joined by Fraser.
At the end of the meal E & F joined N & I back at the res
for a toke. E abstained and left early. F. mentioned that
it might be possible to rent the attic of the Santa Claira
(where we had the parties) We’ll have to check into that tomorrow.
D EC 28, Awoke brite and early to Elaine knocking on the door.
We quickly dressed and headed for the bus. We were going
to the market at Saquilisi Saquisili Got to the bus just
in time. I was barely awake. After a brief wait for the 1st mate
to wake up, the bus was off. First to Ambato, then Latacunga. In Lata.
we got an Indian bus. We had to stand, bent at the neck the roof
was so short. The ladies in the back of the bus all had chickens.

The lady next to me (sitting below me as I stood bent over) was
nursing her little kid. First one tit, then the other. Something
very natural about a mother nursing child. Once in Saquisili
the chickens belonging to the ladies were grabbed by expectant
onlookers. Seeking the best bargains of the day by beating
the produce off the bus. Our first stop was to eat breakfast
at a little stand near one of the market squares. Cost 24
for the 3 of us. Then off to the market. There must be 6
different squares in town, each one filled to the streets
with goods, Indians, shoppers, and tourists. Light on the
tourists. But they tended to get swallowed up by the sheer
size of the crowd. People everywhere. The first square had food,
the second had animals, the 3rd had more food and hardware,
the 4 th had weavings and clothes, the 5 th had food stands,
and big woven mats used by everybody /or for anything
from floor mats to wall hangings. We bought some good whole
wheat bread and wandered aimlessly, shooting many pictures.
We hitched back from the market to Ambato and took the bus
The circus
from there to Baños. Back in town we came back to the res. N.
is tomorrow
night.
went out to check on the attic at S. Clara. He ran into
Holly told the
Holly on the street and sent her up. We talked and traded
story of the Texan
who’d hold “prayer” addresses. N came back and we talked even more, reminiscing
meetings. He’d
take out his
about the big New Years Eve Party. A very fine lady. We read
little bible, choose
an appropriate
for a while after H. left. N. had found out nothing because
verse, read it,
call the meeting
Segundo was out. N. went and got E and the 3 of us went back
to a close,
rip the
to the Mercedes where we again ran into Holly. N & I played a
page out of the
game of chess. After dinner N&E&I came back and toked and talked.
bible, and proceed to roll a
Then N & E went out for coffee. I stayed behind (2’s company, etc.)
joint with it.
to bring my journal up to date for the first time in 5 days.
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D EC 29, Awoke late, feeling lazy. N. went off for breakfast,
I ate the good whole wheat rolls we bought yesterday. I read
and dozed off before N. got back. He had talked to Segundo
and he indeed had a room with a bed for 400 S. N said
we didn’t need the bed, so S. said 300 S. Plus we get
to use the kitchen. Without even looking at the place I
decided to take it. We packed up our stuff and checked
out of the Delecia. Once at the Santa C. we navigated
our packs up 3 flights to our new “home” so as N. says.
It’s about 2 1/ 2 M x 8 M with a sloped ceiling from 3 M to
1 1/ 2 . It has a good hard bed which we converted into a
couch by bunching up the mattress against the wall like a
bolster. It also has a funky wooden deck chair which,
when padded with the foam pad, is quite comfortable. There’s
also a closet with sliding doors into which we can place
pur packs. The only window is 3/ 4 x 2 M, in two p sliding
pieces. It looks out over an old bath, the church, and cemetery.
The mountains loom up in the distance. We settled in
to our little wood room with the tile and tin roof. We decided
to take a walk out of town towards Ambato. N went to buy
smokes and I went back, having forgotten cameras. By the
time I met him in the plaza, he was busily engaged
in conversation with a youl young lady named Jill. Her
Eastern manner (Connecticut), olive skin, and busy mouth
reminded me a little of Joe B. She and N. traded
cynicisms and I listened on. Soon a friend of hers came
up. He introduced himself as Mike. At this time also, Collin &
Gazella showed up having just returned from Quito with no
mail. They went to the Mercedes to eat followed by us, our
walk curtailed due to the greyness of the day and our mounting

hunger. First we stopped by Elaine’s. She was home but
j u s t b a r e l y a w a k e . S h e ’ d s l e p t i n ’ t i l 1 PM. S h e s a i d
she'd dress and meet us at the Merc. We joined
Collin & G. Later we were joined by Holly and Tim,
and Elaine who sat with us. After this late lunch,
N & I returned, still looking to find Segundo. He wasn’t
here back from Ambato yet. He’d told N. that we could
use some mats stored in the next room. We didn’t
want to wait for him to return so N climbed the
wall and passed the mats over. We set out our
sleeping bags and settled right in. About this time
Segundo came back. We went down to greet him.
He didn’t seem surprised at our presence. Soon
N. and some other fellows had talked him into letting
them use (practice for the New Years Party, they said)
his electric guitars (2), bass, and amplifier. They
practiced, and audible throughout the building. I dozed
off. Then about 9 PM Collin, Gazella, Elaine & N came up to
tour our new room. Elaine liked it. Then we decided to go off to
the circus. C & G decided not to go. N, E & I bought 30 S
seats in the bleachers. The show consisted of a couple
trapeze, tight-rope acts. A balancing act where 2 fat ladies
come strutting out and lie obscenely on little benches, then
ladders are balanced on their feet. A little girl climbs
up to the top of the ladder and snakes back down between
the rungs. The clown acts had little clowning and a lot of
dialogue. An old magician traded places with a pubescent assistant
he had bagged, boxed, tied, boxed, tied again, and covered by a
curtain, supported by a big metal stand that the assistants
at first couldn’t negotiate thru to the main ring. The juggling

acts consisted of the typical barrels and cubes with the
feet; pins, hoops, and flaming torches with the hands. One
buxom middle aged lady came out in a skimpy silver bikini,
tits trussed up around her neck, and proceeded to dance to some
fast Mexican Rock. The animal act consisted of one old toothless
motheaten male lion, whose only claim to faim was that he
wouldn’t chomp off the trainer’s arm when he stuck it in
his mouth. The other lions, females, would roar and skulk
about the ring, looking ferocious. One was trained to
shake hands, and at no time did the trainer ever have to
do more than act. After the juggling act, one of the female
assistants walked amidst the crowd, pinning tiny:
pictures
of something on the men’s arms. Then she’d ask for
5 S.
N. gave her 5, not having the slightest notion what it was for.
Later the Magician and his sidekick came by selling personal
horoscopes. Not to mention the candied apples, taffy, little
view scopes, and other sundries sold by vendors as at a baseball
game. On the whole, it was a motheaten, unspectacular affair.
We walked Elaine home & retired ourselves.
SAT

DEC 30, Awoke feeling lazy. N. had the shits and growling guts today.
We went down to the Paisano for breakfast. He only drank 7UP. We found
out that they’re having a New Years Eve dinner with several courses including
rhubarb pie. This sold N. Then we walked off to the Farmacia to buy some
Alka-Seltz. On the way back we ran into Fraser in a little rest. We sat
and talked about the Galapagos ’til N’s guts forced him to get back
to the ranch. There we settled the meal with the last of our pot.
N. went down and borrowed an acoustic guitar from a Frenchie downstairs.
He came up and practiced while I tried to write and read thru the noise.
He can sit and sing to himself for hours on end, making concentration
almost impossible. The only time I can get any silence is either when

he’s out running around town or asleep. It begins to get on
my nerves living with a walking juke-box that has no selector
buttons, volume control, or on/off switch. Soon the Frenchie
came up and provided more noise. I was saved by Segundo, who
came up just about pineapple time. We sliced up the juicy
sucker and then N went downstairs with Frenchie to play the
electric guitars. Given some reprieve, I read Magic Mtn. ’til
it put me to sleep. N. returned not feeling well and also retired.
About 5PM we awoke and went down to the Mercedes for dinner.
There we met Collin & Gazella and Elaine. We sat around talking
and soon were joined by Fraser. C, G, & F are planning to go to
the Galapagos. E, N, & I gave them such info as we could. Then
the 3 French - Canadians that I met first market day in
Otavalo walked in. Then who should come in but Eve and
Ann. We exchanged warm greetings and listened to their stories
about Christmas in Quito. They never got a return to their telegram, so finally had to call. Of course, everything was alright.
After dinner we came back to the S. Clara where N and another
The lions from Yank named Kevin hacked away with guitars in preparation for
the circus can
be heard roaring tomorrow’s Party. Old Segundo wants to have a cover charge
off in the distance.
of 10S. This has upset Collin, who is impressing me more &
more as an immature disco boy. About 10 the practice session
broke up. I had finished my bottle of wine and came up to bed.
SUN

DEC 31. Awoke with my guts still in a bit of a turmoil. N went out
for breakfast but I declined. When he got back we decided to get
Eve & Ann and go off to the baths. We went to their hotel but they weren’t
in. I went ahead to the baths with towel & soap while N. went back to check
if they were at the Paisano. On my way up to the baths I ran into them. They
said the pools were too crowded and didn’t even try to bathe. I walked back
into town with them, expecting to run into N. on the way. We didn’t. E & A & I
and a Swiss fellow ate lunch at the Chifa. After lunch I came back to the res.

At lunch, A
told about getting
burned & dislocating her
shoulder in
Argentina. She
spent 1 month
in a hospital
and it cost
her nothing

Collin came
by to borrow a
pliers & screwdriver to fix
his zipper.

N. was there, just back from the baths. He’d taken the short-cut,
which is why we didn’t meet him on the road. I wrote for a while.
Soon a fellow named Mike, whom we met in the plaza a couple days
ago, came up with N. He had just returned from climbing up
Tungurahua. You go out of town and take the turn to the
baths, then take the first road to the right. About 2-3 hours up you
come to a house where you can rent the key to a cabin another 3
hours up. Once at the cabin there’s a gas stove but no heat. From
there it’s a good day’s walk to the snowline & back. Then down
the 3rd day. He’d not gone up to the snow and took only 2 days.
When he left I occupied myself with cleaning out our dope pipe.
I scraped the resins off onto some tinfoil. Just as I was about
finished, Mike & N came back up with a joint that M. had
found in the street. We toked that down. Then N & I went down
and listened to Segundo’s stereo (testing out the tunes). Soon S.
came in and had N. make out a big sign listing prices (admission,
10 S) and the fact that no nationals would be admitted, and no
outside bottles could be brought in, or inside bottles brought out.
About 6 S. closed the doors to “rest the stereo”. N and I walked
around town for a while, buying candles and cookies. About 7 we
went to the Paisano and had dinner. We bought a bottle of vino
from Segundo for our meal. We were joined by Kevin & Shelly, 2
folks from Colo. Kevin runs a river excursion business. They
had purchased many ponchos, bags, and wall hangings. After dinner
they came back and smoked the results of our pipe scrapings with us.
Soon Gazella and Elaine came up and shortly there after we all went
down and joined the party. Collin played D.J. to the distaste of us non-disco fans.
I met 4 folks from Mpls. 1 fellow works in Anoka. I talked with K & S for a
while, working on another bottle of wine. Soon N. left only to return later on
with E&A. They had celebrated English New Year at 7PM (12, London time)
and were well into the Scotch. As midnite approached it became clear

that there was more action in town than here. The local custom
is to make straw dummies representing the old year, then to lite them
on fire at midnite. All this accompanied by much drinking &
festivity. Just before 12 we all went down to the main street
where partying & effigy burning was in full swing. One of the
effigies was of John Travolta. A group of maybe 20 gringos, all
The locals kept from the party, converged on one large group, complete with band.
partying ’till almost
dawn.
Soon we were all dancing in the streets to the wide eyed amazement of the locals. We partied there for 1/2 hour or so and then
all came back to the S. Clara. After another couple hours of disco
fever I could stand it no longer and came up to retire.
’79 JAN
1 MON, Awoke very late, not especially hung over, but not feeling
like assuming a vertical position. N got up about 9 to check out
They were even the baths but soon came back and crashed. We awoke about 1PM.
more crowded
today.
I read most of the afternoon. N. went out to buy some goods for
lunch. When he returned he was with E & A. They had survived
the party. We talked for a while and decided to meet at the Mercedes
Eve told that
for veggie pie at 5. When they left, N. washed clothes and I read.
in South Africa
they celebrate
By 5 he had finished and we strolled to meet E. & A. The Merc.
for 2 days, Jan
1 & 2
was closed so we ate dinner at the Chifa. Then on our way back
to the res. we noticed that the Merc. was now open. We walked
We ran into
to Collin & G. room to tell them. There we found Kevin, Shelly
Elaine somewhere
along the line
C & G & Fraser, playing that strange card game. When they finished
we all walked back to the Mercedes. I played 2 games of chess
with Kevin, we both won one, neither of us feeling very sharp. After
dinner (again) we went back to C & G’s room and talked for a while.
C,G,&F are readying to go to the Gal. K&S are heading back to the U.S.
with all their purchases. Elaine may well be coming with N&I to the Oriente
on Thurs or so. We all traded addresses and I came back to the hotel to
write. When I arrived, old Segundo told me he’d lost 300S

T UES

The Frenchie
N played guitar
with burned
his face very
badly by trying to blow gas
out a tube
and make a
long flame, it
backfired.

last nite because people had walked out with 10 bottles
@ 20 S each and someone had stollen a bottle of scotch. At one
point during the party last nite, he came walking thru with
his rifle slung over his shoulder. A very paranoid fellow.
J AN 2, Awoke and composed a letter to my folks after putting
it off for too long. Once the letter was complete, N & I gathered
up our trunks and headed for the hot baths by way of
the P.O. It was closed. So we continued up to the baths
and spent an uncrowded afternoon soaking. It was a
beautiful day, clear and bright. Most of the days so far
have been cloudy on the verge of rain, but today was beautiful.
The only drawback was the wind. The wind howled up
valley, raising clouds of dust. After bathing we came
back down to the Mercedes for veggie pie. I was starved
and wolfed it down, which didn’t help my still slightly
upset stomach. N found a book at the rest. and stayed behind
to read. We found out that the guy who owns the rest. also
teaches ind. arts at the local school. His wife works in Quito
and he takes care of the rest. and 3 kids. N. pulled a fast one on
me last nite and revealed a small unsmoked “reserve” that I
didn’t know about. I came back from lunch and toked. Then
it was time to work. I took all my dirty clothes down and started
to wash. As I was wringing my jeans, a cute frenchie came
along and started to wash out a shirt as if I wasn’t even
there. Then she looked over at me, almost surprised that I was
still there. She said “10 minutes” and had soon finished her
shirt. I finished the rest and retired to read. The wind blew my sox
and T-neck down but the sun dried them fast. Finally about dusk I pulled
them all back in. A little later, N came in with Elaine. N’s guts were on
the rampage and at one point he left the room flying to the toilet. Elaine
told about her travels in Asia and her friend “crazy Marg”

W ED

who would beat up the locals and then regret it later. She became
a gypsy for a while, wrote bizarre letters to her 9 th grade
teacher, picked a hole in the top of her head, and vomited at
every nervous moment. Makes me glad I’m only traveling with
N. E. told many stories about herself & friends in Vancouver.
After a long night of talk we retired to Tales of the Incredible.
D J AN 3, Awoke with the gurgles. We laid about while N
wrote but finally hunger got the better of us and we went off
to the Paisano for breakfast. There we met Elaine, Eve & Ann.
After breakfast I walked to the correo and mailed the letter
home. I came back to the hotel and read some old T IME and
Newsweek mags from last Dec that E & A had lent us. Soon
N, E & A came up. E. gave N. recipes for veggie pies and
we sat about talking about food; making it, eating it,
and shitting it out. We more or less planned out trip to
the Oriente, projected to begin tomorrow. We talked and
traded info for a good while and then decided to go to the museo.
On the way out we ran into Elaine again. We all walked up
to the church but the museo was closed. So we walked thru the
church looking at the paintings of miracles attributed to the
local virgin (represented by a statue above the altar). After tasting
some of the holy water, we went off to the Merc. While we were
sitting around earlier, Segundo came in and told us he was sick. He
looked yellow and had towels around his neck because of a “tumor”.
At the Merc. the guy was just about to leave to teach but he
had just enough time to make us some pies & burgers. As he
finished our meals, he walked out the door. So there we were eating and people
would come in looking for food. The kid told them there was no food. They
looked over at us, shrugged, and walked out. Someone only wanted 7up
but we had the last of those, too. I came back to the hotel. Upon

my return I was again accosted by Segundo who was now
seemingly cured. He told me all about some thieves that had
broken into another residencia. The police caught 4 of 7, he
said. They were “marijuanáros”, children of rich parents
who didn’t want to work, they just drank, smoked, and stole
clothes off the line. He went on and on. I agreed, very bad
those marijuanáros. While waiting outside the church for N.
to finish reading all the paintings of the miracles, we observed
a very strange religious ritual. A monk, dressed in white, carrying
something book-like against his chest, and carrying a jug of what
proved to be holy water in his other hand, came up to a taxi
parked outside the church, and had the driver open the hood.
The monk read from the little book, made the sign of the cross
over the exposed engine, sprinkled it with holy water, and
proceeded to walk around the car, sprinkling all four sides and
the driver with holy water. The hood was closed, the monk went
back inside, and the cab drove off. Also inside the church we
saw a little shop, “god-shop” as Eve called it, complete with
Jesus key chains and other religious paraphernalia. Upon my
return from lunch, I wrote and read. About 6:30 N came back
and we went off to the Merc. for dinner. When we arrived, the
place was filled with “frogs”. They sit all day in our kitchen
downstairs, then, en masse, they go off to the Merc. and keep the
poor guy running for hours, then they come back and sit in the
kitchen. The live down there. We’ve developed an unconscious
prejudice against the frogs, they’re very clique-ish and won’t
go out of their way to be friendly. After our return from dinner with
E, E, & A, we came back, wrote, and packed our packs for tomorrow’s
jaunt into the East. We’ve decided to go right to Tena, skipping Puyo.
THURS.

JAN 4. Awoke early and got our shit together. We toked up the last of our

reserve pot, paid Segundo for the 30 days, and beat it off to the Bus Station.
There we met Eve, Ann, & Elaine. We purchased our ticket and waited.
Soon a bus came along going to Tena. We started to load our packs
on but the ticket salesman came out and told us that was the wrong
bus. That was the bus for the folks who hadn’t purchased tickets. The
3 french-Canadians I met in Otavalo were also going to Tena. One
guy had purchased tickets but the other 2 hadn’t. They got on
the bus and took off. Soon our bus came along. We piled on
and even got seats. Our stuff was put on top of the bus covered by
a tarp as it had begun to rain. We had a beautiful scenic journey
coming down the mountains. The one lane road was carved right
out of the side of the mountain. We drove thru small waterfalls
and not so small creeks. When we were an hour or so out of Puyo,
it started to pour down rain. By Puyo the rain had stopped. We
wandered around during our 20 min “lunch” stop eating bread and
bananas. The ride to Tena was thru the jungle, along gravel roads
lined by tropical vegetation. When we arrived in Tena we walked
around looking for a good res. We asked at the Tourismo, the guy
The power went
thru several
fluctuations,
the music on the
juke box would
slow, then stop,
then start
again. Finally
the power went
off all together.
It came on just
as we were
finishing.

wanted 40 each. Ann & Elaine found a place for 25. We walked
over there but, evidently, Ann had talked to a tenant instead of
the dueña. The dueña wanted 35. On principal, we went back to
the 1st place. After checking in we walked off to a stand and got a
typical marienda. I came back and took a nap ’til dinner. At 6:30
we went out looking for food. N & I wound up at the fried chicken
place. A, E & E went to another place because there wasn’t enough chicken.
After dinner we sat around E & A’s room talking about all their strange
friends in England. Like the little grandma who would smuggle Hash into
England in a big jar marked “HASHISH” and ridicule her son or grandson
for not smoking. We marveled at their little battery operated fans. Ann told of
a friend crashing into the gates at Hyde Park and telling the cops she was drunk and only wanted
to go home. They let her go and she proceeded to run down a traffic sign.

FRI

JAN 5; Awoke early to the roosters crowing. Put in the earplugs and went
back to sleep. Later Elaine woke us up and we went down for breakfast with
E & A. As we were leaving from breakfast, we ran into the 4 Americans from MPLS.
Larry, Pat, Dan & Deb. They were also thinking about goig going to Mishualli.
We went back to our hotel and got our gear ready to go. We walked down to
the bus station and found a truck driver to take us to Mish. but he wouldn’t
take just the 5 of us so N ran back and got the others. The truck driver
tooled around the block several times waiting for the other 4. When they
finally arrived the 9 of us loaded into the back of his pickup with all our
gear and off we went. Earlier we ran into the 3 French-Cans who were
going off to see some caves near Tena. The ride to Mish. took about an
hour. At one point along the 1 laner we had to pull almost completely
off the road to let a road grader pass. As we tried to regain the road,
the back tires spun and dug, one front tire completely off the road. We
joked that for 15 S (the price of the ride) each we’d pull the guy
out of the ditch. But he made it alright. Once in town, he let us off
in front of the Hotel Negrito. There, waiting for the dueña, we played with
the pet monkey in the back. We gave him some beer to drink
and he lapped it right up. Eve & N. went off to check on another hotel.
We looked at this one and the lady wanted 30S. When N & E came back
they told us they’d talked the other lady down from 40 to 30. We tried
to talk the 1st lady down but she wouldn’t budge. So we went off to the
Balcon del Napo and checked in. We ate a quick lunch here and proceeded
to lie about in the hammocks. Then Larry mentioned that he had some
pot. He rolled up a joint and we sat on the porch and toked up. Then
it was time for a swim. We walked down to the confluence of the 2
local rivers and photo’d and swam. The river boats around here are maybe 30’ long,
hewn out of one single log. We saw one little kid rowing along in one only 6’ long.
The water is rather dirty but refreshingly cool. This is a beautiful place. Another
little kid was going around with a butterfly net. When he’d catch one, he’d

put it in-between pages of a book to hold it flat. We swam and strolled
we discovered
later that this
mono is able
to untie itself

along the beach, collecting sand flea bites. Then we walked back to the Balcon
and lounged some more. We watched a monkey who got loose come next door to
visit another one. They sat on the railing of a balcony, eating raw eggs and
playing with the kids. After a typical dinner Larry, Pat, Dan, Deb & I walked
down to the waterfront and burned one. The others had gone off to buy some
fruit or something. Earlier, just after dinner, a guide came over and
talked to me about jungle excursions. He outlined a 1 day hike, a 4
day hike, and a 4 day boat trip. We’ll wait to talk with Duglas Clark
before we decide. We found the others playing pool by kerosene lamp lite.
We played some pool, drank some beer, and closed the place down. We came
back and sat around on the balcony ’til it was cool enough to sleep.

SAT

JAN 6, Awoke early to the fucking roosters (not to mention the dogs and
honking busses) I considered going back to sleep with the plugs, but opted
for coffee with Eve, Ann & N. We sat in their room talking & drinking
coffee for a couple hours. Elaine came in and joined us. Eventually we got
a move on and went out to get info about more jungle tours. Just next
door was a place run by the husband of the lady from the Negrito. He
outlined virtually the same hikes as the guy from yesterday evening.
The 4 day hike sounds arduous, but a 2 day hike/boat ride sounded
good. We went off to find Duglas but he wasn’t home. His wife
told us he wouldn’t come back until Wed. but, she added, we could
go out butterfly hunting with his sister any day we cared to.
A Definite Possibility. After our info session we stopped at the
local tienda and bought sardines, bread & lettuce. Came back up
to the balcony and had sardine sandwiches for lunch. N., Larry, Pat,
Ann, Elaine, and Stephanie (the long red haired, falsely accused and arrested
one of the German girls from the Gran Casino) all went down and played
volley ball. We sat on the balcony watching tourists come into town. Several
nationals came in including one little boy who was from L.A. but had been

living in Ambato for the last 1 1 / 2 yrs whose father was a tour
guide. He had pop bottle bottoms for glasses and told some other tourists
that the Hotel Posada had rats. He and his little Ec. friends
played swing with the hammocks. Soon the volley ball players
returned and we all went down to the river for a nice cool swim.
When we got back I asked Deb if she’d cut my hair. She did. She
also cut N’s. She did a good job. We sat around watching the
nationals play volley ball and more tourists arrive. When
we got here yesterday, all the hotels were empty. By this eve.
they were all full. Stephanie, who is staying at the Negrito, had to
come over here this morn. to brush her teeth because there was
no water at the hotel. The lady said there won’t be water until
it rains (April or so). Here there’s plenty of H 2 O. This morn
I took an Entero-Vioform and some liquid Lomotil in the hopes
that my shits would clear up. After lounging, we went down for
dinner. It was a real 3 ring circus what with some people ordering
mariendas con carne / sin carne con 2 huevos fritos / revueltos or
con carne y huevos. When the dust cleared, everybody headed out
to check out the masked ball across the street or to play pool.
Some nationals have moved in next door so tomorrow not only
will there be roosters, dogs & busses, but also crying babies. A grand
slam. The lady who runs this place is about 9 mos. pregnant, has no
front teeth, and in spite of that, is very attractive. Every time
I walk in or out she eyes me up & down. Either I look very strange
to her or she likes me. I went over to play pool for a while. As we were
playing, some kids dressed in masks came thru and then went over to the Rico Plato
to the masked ball. After the pool game we all went over. As Eve had said earlier,
the men (kids) were dressed in drag. Dan danced with one “girl”, then he asked
Yuda, The Israeli guy, but he became very embarrassed. Then N. danced with
him and pulled on his lemon tits. I came back and sat around talking
with Eve, Ann & Elaine. E & A told about being taken out one night by

a couple Argentine guys. 1st from a bar to another bar, then to a “jazz
club” that turned out to be a bordello. Ann had laid in on the line with
these guys at the outset, so they were very upset when they found themselves
at a hotel d’ hora. They struggled to break free from their would
be suitors. At one point, after a particularly successful kick, Ann
shouted to Eve: “Kick yours in the balls! I’ve just kicked mine.”
Then the police came along and took the 3 of them (the kicked one
got away) to the station. E & A pressed no charges because the guy
Preceding sleep,

could get 5 yrs or something, but couldn’t remember the name of

there was 5 min of
cockroach squashing

their hotel so the cops could take them home. They made up the

by E,A,P,&D. They
do no harm but
grow to 3" long&look

“Ferrocarril” which just happened to exist only a couple blocks

disgusting

down from their actual hotel. We were joined by Deb & Dan
from the dance. We talked for a while, then the power went out
and we went to bed. Earlier, some little kids had been running
and screaming around the balcony. Eve yelled at them and
sent them downstairs, complaining about people who couldn’t keep

Drinking Rum
and going
next door at
2AM to get
another

their kids quiet in a hotel. After we retired, Dan, Larry, and
later N., started talking loudly with some 60 yr old birthday
boy, his son & son-in-law. They made more noise than the
little kids and kept the whole place awake until almost dawn.
Just as they wrapped it up - the roosters began to crow.

S UN

J AN 7. I put the ear plugs in and tried to sleep late. I awoke
hot, unrested, and with a slight ear ache from one of the plugs. I went
down for breakfast and then came up and sat around, watching the hangover victims arise. We all sat around the balcony talking and joking
about all the noise and lost sleep because of the loud party downstairs. A cockroach (this place has many) fell into Eve’s hair last night &
she couldn’t get it out. She screamed and fumbled until Ann could get a

WALTER

light. At one point during our morning of relaxation, the tour
guide from Fri. eve came by again. We talked to him about a 2

HECTOR

day boat trip. At first he wanted 500 S per but the fellow
next door was only asking 250. He finally came down to 250 and
we told him we’d talk it over and to come back in the afternoon.
I laid around in the hammock for a while. It was a hot, sunshiny
day, just perfect for lazing. I finally crashed out and most of
the others went off swimming. I awoke, groggy and hot. The
swimmers came back, all well bitten by sand fleas, especially
Stephanie. We sat around and talked some more. All the nationals
with little kids left this after. Our tour guide came back and
we told him we’d go tomorrow. There well be 10 I think: N & I,
E & A, D & D, L & P, Yuda and a French guy who’s been staying here
but has talked to nobody. We had to go down to the marina to
have our passports stamped. When we got back, we had to help
Walter (our guide) put his boat into the water. The boat is
about 2 1/ 2’ wide x 30’ long with a 40 horse motor. We hauled
it over the rocks and finally got it into the water. A national
who was helping push, would say, “One, two, three!” and away we’d
go. We’ll save food buying and gear organization for the last minute
tomorrow morn. We went down for a typical fish dinner. Afterwards
I got a J from L and N, E & I walked down to the beach & smoked.
Then we came back and played a 3 way cribbage game. Elaine just won.
I came up to write and arrange camera gear for our trip. Earlier we

He may have
been visiting his
Israeli friends
or Stephanie, we
never determined
which

MON

had been having a discussion about the existence of fly-shit. N. maintained
that he’d never seen such a thing, A & E said sure there is. At the tienda next
door, Eve pointed some out to us. She even claims they’ve worked out a way to
do it on the ceiling.
JAN 8. Awoke at 6 to the alarm. Went downstairs to eat breakfast. Yehuda wasn’t
in his room and we all wondered what happened to him. Also the Frog was sick, puking
and shitting all night long. He didn’t go with us. After breakfast we went to the
store and bought sardines, bread, carrots, lemons, & cookies. Just before our departure time
of 8AM, Eve went down to the Negrito to see if Yehuda was there. He was. He

came hustling back and quick threw his stuff together. We stored everybody’s
stuff in our vacant room. Elaine walked with us down to the shore and we
took group pix standing by the boat. She said good by and we climbed aboard.
In the boat right next to ours, a dog had been sleeping. As soon as we
got into our boat so did he. He obviously wanted to go too. A fellow had
to throw a stick down the beach for him to fetch. While he was fetching,
we cast off. The 9 of us, plus our guide and 2 other folks (a couple) started
motoring down stream. The other fellow (who turned out to be Douglas Clarke, the
guide Dan & Ben advised us to see) stood in the bow taking depth readings
with a bamboo pole whenever the water got shallow. The river was rapid
and there were actually places where we were going downhill. The water
was so swift that even after a drop of 1 or 2m over 50m it still was
deep enough to navigate. We found out that the boat is 15m long, but less
than 1m wide. Our first stop was at the Anaconda Hotel on “Monkey Island”.
There were several huts up on stilts with high peaked thatch roofs around
the grounds. We came to see monkeys but saw only one little one. It was
an orphan, Walter said. The other monks had gone off into the jungle. Other
than us, there was nobody around. We played with the little monkey &
there were also photo’d for a while. The monk would
parrots here,
caged up.
to its mother. It was less than 1 yr

cling to your shirt just as it would
old. We got back into the boat and

tooled down the river to the Jaguar Hotel. So named because of the two
There were some
beautiful wood
carvings inside

captive jaguar-like cats in cages out back. There we also saw several more
monkeys but they were very elusive. The Jaguar looks like your typical
Jungle Howard Johnson’s with beers and cokes at twice the going price.
We relaxed there for a while and then headed just across the river.
Douglas stayed behind as he’s the official guide for the Jaguar. Once across
the river, we took a little hike thru the jungle. We shook papayas out of the
tree and had a little snack. Then we tried our hand at vine-swinging. We swung
out over a piraña infested lagoon and back for practice, and then used another
handy vine to cross a little stream Tarzan style. We saw many strange plants.

At one point Walter sharpened a stick and threw it into the lagoon. He
hit a fish which splashed and swam away. We walked over another stream
on a rickety log. There were 3 or 4 poles stuck into the mud along the way
Back in the
to grab on to and nobody fell in. Our circular walk brought us back to
boat we were
passed by the
the boat where we rested and went swimming. The current was so strong
11:30 boat to
Coca. We recog- that swimming into it, you would neither gain nor loose ground. The water
nized Elaine
sitting in the
was refreshing. We dried off and headed down stream some more. Our
boat. We raced
to catch them, next stop was up a little river at another house where we had lunch.
shouting her
name. She couldn’t As I was getting into the boat the camera bag slipped off my shoulder
quite believe
we were meeting and landed in the water. Amazingly, it floated long enough for me to grab
up so soon

it out again. Nothing was damaged except for the T.P. At our lunch

stop I set the bag out in the sun to dry. We ate cookies and bread &
water. Then the owner of the hut took us down to a nearby tree and
showed us a small anaconda. Back in the boat we were only downstream
a little ways when we came to another house. There Walter stopped & had
his lunch. There was a surveyor’s transit in the front yard. A little bit
farther down the river we stopped to make camp. Water made a frame
When Walter came
back he had a spot
of blood on the
end of his nose.
He’d cut it with
while gathering
banana leaves

for a lean-to out of tree stalks with his machete and some vines
for lashing. Then he began to cover the “roof” with palm branches. This
was about

1

/4

completed when he built a fire to keep the bugs away and

then walked off to get some banana leaves to finish the job of roofing.
He & N. cut a bunch and brought them back. They had to go back again
to get more. Evidently there was another house down the line with banana
trees outside and chickens inside. Once the lean-to was completed with
more leaves laid out for the floor, everybody but me went off to another
spot downstream to swim. The current was too strong at our camp site.
I stayed behind and set up my hammock and mosquito net. When the
others returned, Eve told me that there had been the # of sand fleas at
Misahualli multiplied by a billion. She claimed she was one big bite. We
all sat on the shore and had sardine sandwiches and carrots for dinner.

We sat around on the bank and watched the sunset. About 9 we
retired. N & I slept in hammocks, the rest in the lean-to. I awoke
about 1:30 very cold. I had only a short sleeved shirt over me and
there was nothing to do but be cold. It was very difficult to fall back
to sleep so I watched the moon set and finally dropped off.
TUES

JAN 9, I awoke before sunrise and laid awake until I saw N get up.
We took down our hammocks and by then all the others had risen. During
the nite somebody had slept on my foam pad and in the morn. there
was a rip in it about 6" long. I’ll have to try and fix it or else get
it replaced. We went down to the beach and ate a replay of last nite’s
dinner for breakfast. Then started the long trip back. Our first stop
of the day was at the house with the transit to pick up a little kid.
He rode in the front of the boat taking soundings as Douglas had
done yesterday. He must be an apprentice guide. Our next stop was
at a small village. We walked thru the jungle for a while and looked at
more plants. At one point N. saw a big, beautiful butterfly with eyelike spots on its wings. We got some fresh bananas & pineapples and saw
more tropical plants. Our next stop was back at monkey island, only this
time we started on the other side of the island and came the long
way thru the jungle to the hotel. This time we saw several monkeys
of various types. They were uncaged but rather tame. As we were sitting
in the restaurant-hut drinking colas, one monkey swung up into the
restaurant thru the gap between roof & wall. He came down and sat on
the table right next to me. I scratched & played with him for a
while and then he went off into the kitchen and came back with
a piece of bread. He sat on the table and ate lunch with us. We also saw
the little monk. from yesterday. Yehuda became very attached to him and sat
holding him all during our rest stop. Back in the boat I was soaked by
the wind blowing the spray up into the boat. Just as I got dry the wind
would shift again and I’d get soaked again.This continued all the way

to Mish. At one point on the way back we all had to get out
of the boat and walk around a particularly shallow rapids. Walter &
the little kid walked knee deep upstream with the boat until there
We heard
was enough water to float us all again. Finally we made it back to the
about a little
kid who cut
port. Everybody was thirsty so we went off to the Rico PLATO for ice
his jugular vein
while cutting cane cold beers. We bought some bread and ordered up scrambled eggs. Once
He died
our late lunch was over, I felt very exhausted. I came back to
the room and crashed out. I got up for dinner but could eat only
a little as my stomach was not feeling too good. There were 3
Australians now staying at the hotel who had a tape player. I came
upstairs to crash after dinner and fell asleep to the Rolling Stones. Later
that evening I was awakened by obnoxious punk-rock blaring from
their machine. I asked them to turn it down. Then N came up to
bed and he also asked them to turn it down. They didn’t. I went
out again and told them to “turn that shit off” but I was ignored.
Everybody but them was trying to sleep and it was past 11PM.
N. went out 2 more times but they seemingly had no respect or
sympathy for sleepers and refused to moderate the volume. I put
the plugs in and dropped out. Only to be awakened later, first by guitar
music and singing, and then by loud talking and laughing all from some
Ecuadorians partying downstairs. They carried on ’til at least 5AM.
WED
JAN 10, Yesterday N & Yehuda talked with Douglas Clarke about taking
an expedition into the jungle to hunt butterflies. He said he’d take us
for 50 S each or 400 S for a group of 8 or more. We arose early
and ate breakfast. Eve, Ann, Deb, Dan, Larry and Pat all turned down
the opportunity. N & I & Y went over to DC’s house about 7:30
and waited for him to finish breakfast. There was another fellow staying
at our hotel who’s an insect specialist who also came along. He and DC both
had nets and the Prof. had a jar of alcohol for bugs other than butterflies.
We were also joined by 4 other Israelis making a perfect sized group
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of 8. We waited around for Douglas to finish breakfast and then started
trucking up the hill outside Mish. Our first stop was to pick bananas. Then
we came across a bush with little blue berry-like things that D said were
good for making necklaces, etc. Within the first 1/2 hr. D told us more stuff
about various plants than Walter did in two days. Walter was a nice guy
but didn’t talk very much. D, on the other hand, seemed to know everything and seemed glad to share his knowledge. Along the walk D & Prof.
would stop and net various butterflies, killing them by squashing their
heads. The Prof. also caught many other bugs. N & I photo’d those
more colorful specimens. The walk up the hill was pleasant. It was
cool because we were in the shade. Every time D or Prof. caught a bug
we’d all stop and look and get to rest for a minute. D showed us
limes, papayas, palm hearts, and oranges. He said that after a walk
thru the jungle you could always come back with a full stomach
just from the wild fruit. The jungle was thick and over grown. At
one point along the trail D had to hack away under brush so we
could pass. By 11 we had reached the top of the hill. On our way up
we met a fellow on his way down carrying a lady in a chair on his
back with a tump line. She didn’t look at all well. D explained
that she was having trouble delivering her baby or something and
was being taken to a doctor in Tena. At the top we rested under 2
orange trees. The oranges were green but that didn’t stop us from
trying to eat them. The Prof. explained and demonstrated the correct
way. First the outer skin is cut off leaving the white membrane
all around, then a hole is cut in the bottom of the orange. Then by
squeezing, the juice can be drunk without having to eat the bitter
inner membranes. We sucked down several oranges in this manner
and it was far superior to the usual peeling and eating. We took a
different trail down the hill. Just as we were starting down the Prof.
said it looked like rain. Sure enough, it began to pour about 15 min later.

D. cut banana leaves for us to use as umbrellas. They worked
marginally well, but the real problem was footing. The soil was very
much like clay, it provided good traction when dry, but when
wet was very treacherous. I’d take one step forward and slide for
2 more. More like skiing than walking. I didn’t fall but came
very close. I was wearing only tennies which was good. My
boots would have provided a little more traction but would have
gotten soaked and taken days to dry. The rain lasted about a
1 / hr. During this time we just put our heads down & walked.
2
Then the rain stopped and soon the sun was back out. The trail
was still sloppy, at times up to our ankles in mud. By 1:30 or
so we reached a clearing and a little village. N. found out that
the big butterfly he saw yesterday was worth up to $ 75 to a
collector, and that there was one particularly rare one that
D had never found, but was worth $2,000. We continued down
the hill ’til we came to what looked like a stream bed filled
with big mossed over boulders. D explained there was a subterranian stream here and suggested we walk down to where
the water came out. It was a beautiful site. Big boulders all
over made the walk tricky. Slippery moss caused 3 people to
slip and loose their footing, landing on asses. At one point, stepping
down from one rock to another, I stepped over on my right
ankle and it hurt like hell. I heard the tendons tear and by
the end of the walk it was quite swollen. I limped down to the
waterfall and, in spite of my pain, enjoyed the scenic beauty of the
place. Then we headed back upstream to the trail and finished our
walk down to the road. At the road we were still 1/2 hr away from Mish.
by car. D inquired of a fellow who had a truck if he’d take us to Mish.
but he wanted 10S each. The bus only cost 4 and would be along at 2:30
We sat and waited the 20 min for the bus. As I was waiting, I reached
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to take my glasses off to clean them and the bow on the left side
just snapped right off. A bit of a bummer. I tossed the now useless
specs into the camera bag. Soon D. said that he heard the bus
coming. Nobody else heard it but sure enough, 30 secs later it
came around the bend. D made a comment about having “bionic
ears” and we climbed on top of the bus. The ride to Mish was
short and we spent the time ducking low flying tree branches. Once in
town we piled out and headed straight for the showers. I hung my
mud soaked pants and sweat soaked shirt out to dry and washed
off. Back up on the balcony I sat and talked with E & A and the
rest about our trip. Despite the bugs, rain, mud, twisted ankle and
broken glasses, I had a great time and felt as tho I’d really seen
something of the jungle. N. went down and played volleyball with
D and the Israelis. The Prof. and his precocious 8 yr old boy sat
on the balcony making triangular envelopes to put the captured
butterflies in. The Prof. had caught a big 4" grasshopper down by
the river (he went hunting some more while I was showering)
and Yehuda was holding it. It grabbed on to his shirt and wouldn’t
let go. Y pulled and before he knew it one of the 2 big back legs was
pulled off. The Prof. didn’t seem to care and the now crippled hopper
flew down into the street. N came back up from volleyball having
jammed his other thumb (he got the 1st one a couple days ago) and
proceeded to envelope his butterflies. The Prof’s little boy babbled on & on
not being understood by anyone. I wired my glasses back together but
it won’t work for long. N. went down to D.’s house to eat yucca but I
stayed behind and ate downstairs. We were growing very short of spendable
sucs and had figured we had just enough to make it back to Baños tomorrow.
After I’d finished eating N came back and E, A, D, D, P, L, & I all sat around the table
downstairs talking about what assholes the American Customs and Embassies
are. A & E had payed $30 for a U.S. visa and still didn’t get what they wanted.

Most Americans don’t realize how hard it is for foreigners to enter
the U.S. just for a visit. The visas are issued arbitrarily and without
rhyme or reason. Some people get life time, multiple entry permits,
while the next person in line may only get 2 days or nothing at
all. It has nothing to do with money, looks, or legal convictions, it’s
just up to the asshole behind the rubber stamp. We went upstairs
and finished up the eve talking with E & A. We’ll miss them but
perhaps we’ll be able to visit them in London. We learned earlier
that Walter is in fact a student, more or less, Of DC. An apprentice guide.
Thurs

JAN 11; Awoke to E & A’s borrowed alarm at 5AM. They were in the room
right next door and awoke at the same time. Ann made us some coffee and
we spent our last moments in Mish. saying goodby to them while sipping
coffee and packing our packs. My ankle was more swollen this morn.
Our original plan was to go right to Ambato to cash bucks and get
my glasses fixed, but I felt as tho my ankle could do no more than
was absolutely necessary. Thus, E & A changed $ 10 cash for us so
we could live for another day before having to go to Ambato. We
woke Yehuda who was also going to Baños. We said good by,
promised to meet again in London, and, after hearing the bus honking
down in the square, loaded ourselves on with all the school kids. We
rode only to Puerto Napo. Once there we decided to hitch. The 1 st
car I flagged stopped but had room for only 1 person. Y went
with them and N & I waited for the bus. It came along about 20 min
later and we got on. During our 2 day Jungle Hike N had picked up a
bamboo pole to use as a walking stick. He sawed it down yesterday with
the help of my S.A. saw. It rode next to him on the bus. The bus cost
us 50S each where as the ride last week cost only 40. We protested but it
soon became clear that we weren’t the only ones being overcharged. Everyone else
on the bus protested the altered rates, but to no avail. The road to Puyo was
dusty and rough. The driver stopped 3 times to buy “heads” of bananas (whole
stalks) which added about 30 min to our trip. From Puyo to Baños the ride

was smoother and more scenic. At Shell-Mera we had to stop at the
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Reten and “sign out” of the Oriente. During this time it was raining but
it didn’t last long. When we arrived in Baños it was crystal clear, hot,
and windy. We ordered up 2 chateaubriands at the Merc., dropped our
packs off at the S.C. and went back to eat a much needed good lunch.
N. had left a note at the Merc. for Leslie before we left for the
East, and when we got back the note was gone. His spirits soared only
until he learned that some fellow, not Leslie, had taken the note. He
then got pissed. Back at the res. we unpacked our stuff and I occupied
some time by repairing my torn ground pad. Using a needle and fishing
line, I stitched the tear back together. The job should hold if it doesn’t
get too much strain. We spent the rest of the afternoon reading, writing,
and relaxing. Old Segundo came up and welcomed us back. We went back to the
Merc. for veggie pies for dinner. I wasn’t feeling very hungry so N. wound up
eating 1 2/3 pies. We played a game of chess while waiting for our pies. I miss
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playing regularly with Ed & Doc and felt very rusty. We strolled around
the Plaza observing the lack of action and then came back to the res. There
we again cleaned out the pipe and caught a bit of a buzz. This is truly the
last of our pot. No secret reserves and the pipe is as clean as a whistle.
We sat around discussing ways to make sand candles and other types. We’re
also going to try and make a small alcohol stove like E & A’s.

FRI

JAN 12, Awoke early and caught the bus to Ambato. It was another strikingly
clear day. During the ride we could see the snowcapped peaks of Cotopaxi and
Chimborazo. We also saw what we thought to be Tungurahua. A very
impressive & scenic ride. Once in Ambato we strolled down the main drag
looking for a bank. We didn’t see one directly and just as we were about
to step into a shop to ask directions, we found the Bank of Guayaquil. They
changed money for us at 26 but we had to sit around waiting for the big
cheese to come back from somewhere to sign our receipts before we could get
the cash. Segundo had told us there was an optical shop on Calle Bolivar

that could fix my glasses. We asked a police man for directions to
that calle and, after asking in a pharmacy we found the shop. I took
both pairs of broken glasses in. The fellow said he could solder them
back together in about an hour for 200S. I left the specs and N.
guided us to a restaurant where we ordered up some greasy churrascos
for brunch. We strolled around the market and several ferreterias
after eating looking for parts with which to fabricate a stove. We
found nothing. The hour passed and I collected my glasses. Both
were repaired and in usable condition again. We then caught the
bus back to Baños, enjoying the scenic vistas along the way. Back
in town we checked the P.O. for a letter from Hec. Nothing. Then
we stopped at a hardware store next to our old Res. Delecia and
bought 4 nuts & bolts and 8 washers to fix my camera bag. During
the course of time, the rivets holding the strap on had begun to work
loose. An ounce of prevention and all that, I decided to fix it
before it broke in the middle of nowhere. Back at the res I
bolted down the fixtures on the sides, but realized that to do
a really good job, I’d need 3 screws per side, not 2. We sat
around writing until the shop opened back up. We were also looking
for a funnel thinking that that might work as a top to our stove.
We asked Segundo where we might buy one. He told us of a shop
where we might actually get a stove of our design made to order.
We followed his inaccurate directions, but in spite of them, found
the shop. There, indeed, the fellow had all the tools and materials
for fabricating a stove but, as luck would have it, he was leaving
for a vacation or something tomorrow morning and so couldn’t do
a thing for us. Back to square one. We had decided to start cooking
our own food again so we stopped at a store and bought 2 cans of tuna.
At another store we got noodles. Then at the hardware store I got the
2 more nuts & bolts & 4 washers I needed to complete the repairs on
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the camera bag. Then at the market we got bread, tomatoes and some
little mandarines. Then it was time to buy gas for the stove. Segundo
told us there was none in town. We checked at the gas station and
another hardware store. He was right. We wound up buying industrial
alcohol, not knowing if it would work in our stove or not. Back at
the res. I finished repairing the bag. The screws were placed with
the heads inside the bag & nuts outside. I filed the burrs off the
heads and padded them with mole skin. A good job. Better than
new. After repairs it was time to make dinner. The stove still had some
gas and we decided to use that up before experimenting with alcohol. We
cooked up the noodles, added the toms & tuna, and heated the whole mess
up before the gas ran out. We didn’t need to use the alcohol. Dinner
tasted good and with bread it provided a satisfying meal. After dinner
we strolled thru town looking for drugs and/or women. Not finding
either we came to the res and bemoaned the lack of things to do in town.
There’s plenty of hikes and things around, but Baños itself is dull,
filled with trinket shops for tourists and little else. We bought a couple
beers from Segundo, borrowed 2 sci-fi books from his little library, and
came up to read and kill the boredom.
JAN 13, N awoke early and went off to the Latacunga mkt. I stayed behind and slept late. Then I read until N. got back. He bought some
crushed fruit, veggies, and rice. He got a ride from a fellow who told him
there were indeed drugs in Baños. He gave no clues as to where to find
them, however. We went out to lunch at the Merc. and played a
game of chess. There we met 2 fellows who were going down to
Mish. We gave them info as we could. After lunch we strolled
thru the plaza and then decided to go to the museo in the church. It’s
only open on weekends. There was a small zoo there, containing several types
of tropical birds, all very colorful. There were also some wild dogs, a small
leopard-like cat, and some assorted monkeys. The cages were all very

small (except for the monkeys) and barren. The tourists were
enjoying teasing the monkeys and poking things at some of the
bigger birds. Aside from the zoo, there were religious displays,
mostly of elaborate robes, all embroidered and sequined. There
was a room filled with paintings and statues of christ, some
better than others, and most depicting excessive amounts of blood.
Another room contained objects by various artisans, mostly
“recuerdos of Baños”. In another there was a display of
stuffed animals, mostly motheaten. Of particular note was the
stuffed mtn. lion attacking a monkey. Fake blood dripped from the
monkey’s mouth and the cat’s paws. Some people had come to the
museo with a dog. It was on a leash, but it upset the wild dogs
and cat, and walked right up to a stuffed jaguar and then jumped
back, quite startled. I can’t imagine traveling with a dog.
After touring the exhibits, we came back to relax for a while. Later
we made up a batch of guacamole and ate that with some good
whole wheat rolls N got in Latacunga. We washed down the dinner
with a beer and then decided to try our “full moon luck”
again and see if we could locate some pot. There were lots of people
on the streets, fire works being launched from in front of the church,
men pulling taffy on the hooks by the doors, all the little souvenir
shops were open. We strolled thru the plaza and spotted a fellow
we’d seen around before. He was sitting on a bench and we came
up and inquired if he knew anyone who had pot. As it turned
out, he did, but he could never tell when he’d see the guy. We
told him to keep his eyes open for us, that we’d be around
town for a while. We left him and walked over to the Mercedes to
drink a beer and play a game of chess. About half way thru
our chess game, our friend from the plaza walked in. He had pot.
I walked out into the street and bought 2 packets (200S) which
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amounted to about a 1/2 oz. or slightly less. I came back and N.
paid the man. We finished our game and discovered, after having
paid for the pot, that we were 4S short on the beers. We got
credit until tomorrow. We came back to the S.C. and tested
our new find. It wasn’t bad at all. We’d gotten spoiled by the
good C-Bo, this stuff is good. I read and N played with the
melting wax by the candles we have set up on 2 concrete pillars.
JAN 14. Awoke and went down to the Paisano for granola, fruit, and
yoghurt. We came back and settled the meal. N. went down to wash
clothes and I read. I went down to check on his progress. He was
talking to a Danish girl who had a tendency to complain about everything.
We talked for a while about the jungle and guatemala. After clothes
we walked down to the market to buy goods for dinner. I went out
and tried to take a picture of a fellow pulling taffy. He told me it
was prohibited. I’ll try the telephoto next time. We bought meat,
potatoes, carrots, beef bullion, and cooking fat. On the way back we
ran into our Canadian “connection”. We invited him back for a
toke. He joined us back in the penthouse and we raised a blue
cloud. He had to go and N & I decided to cook an early dinner.
We made up a stew with the left-over guacamole as sauce. It
turned out all right. We cooked in Segundo’s kitchen. The Danish
lady with the red hair was there. Very pleasant at first, but always
finds something to complain about. We finished our meal, listening
to Segundo’s operating instructions all the while. He had
decided to try and have a party this evening. N was spreading
the word. We settled the meal and shortly thereafter, N went off
to photo the soccer game between Baños & Ambato. It was a 2-2 tie. We
settled the soccer game and sat around talking and doodling until party time.
At no time were there more than 10 people at the “party”. But that didn’t stop
us from listening to music, drinking beer, and having a good time. I
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Willy
talked to a fellow who’s a free-lance fotog. from Ottawa. He
told me to try Ilford Multigrade Paper & HP-5 (?) film. He gets
his slides made into 4x5 internegs. for making prints. Also
underexposes slides by 1/2 - 1 stop because he claims the interneg
picks up a stop. A nice guy. About the end of the party, the
Danish fellow proceeded to roll and light a joint in the
party room. N. implored him to do it outside, as old Segundo
might just come in and start shooting at the marijuaneros.
Our friend from Quebec also was about to roll a j when
I told him to take care. I came up, toked, and retired.
JAN 15, Awoke late and decided to make omelettes for breakfast. N
went out and bought eggs, bread & butter. We munched some of our
breads & cheese last night. Went down to the kitchen and made
what amounted to pericos with tomatoes, onions, garlic, red pepper
and eggs. Segundo left N. in charge of looking after the kitchen
as he was going to Ambato. After breakfast a French? girl made
us some coffee. Then N did his bit for Segundo and even swept
the floor. After chores we came up to settle breakfast and await
Segundo’s return. We wanted to walk up the hill outside town, across
the river, but couldn’t go ’til Segundo got back. In the interim
N wrote a “come-travel-with-me” letter to Patty and I washed
clothes. Then read for a while. Segundo said he’d be back
by 1:30. By 3:30 I decided to go out taking pics, but N
felt obligated to wait for Segundo. I walked over to the other
side of the block, heading for the waterfall near the baths. As
I was walking along, I saw a girl and on a horse coming
towards me. She asked me to help her steer her steed back the other way.
The horse wanted to go one way and she another. I grabbed the reins
and started leading the horse the other way. Every time a cloud of
dust blew up along the street, (which is quite often around here) the

horse would balk. Soon she got off the horse and we walked
toward her friends and talked. Her name was Maria. She was born
in Cuzco but had been living in Lima. She and her friends
were going to buy Ecuadorian handcrafts and go to “Framce”
to sell them. We soon met up with her friends, a couple from
Riobamba. The 3 of them were in town only for a short while,
and were headed to have their pictures taken by one of the
little “Polaroid men” lingering around the baths. As they
were being photo’d, I took some pix of the baths & the waterfall. Then I came over to them to see their photos. They were
no more than OK. After I finished looking at the best photo
of the 3, Maria took it over and showed it to the horse, asking
it if it liked the picture. The Polaroid man broke up. I walked
with them over to where they’d rented the horses. On the way
Maria described how she disliked Lima, but was afraid to travel
until her friend from Riobamba goaded her into it. But, she
figured, she had good karma. She asked did I know karma? Yes,
I knew karma. She went on to describe her religion, partly Catholic
protestant, Buddhist, Yoga, etc. It was the “religion of the young” she
said. She asked my religion. I decided to avoid a long discourse
and simply said mine was “about the same as yours”. She asked
if I was traveling alone. I told her about N. She asked “Where is
he now?”, “He’s back at the res.” “Is he as nice as you?” I had
to laugh and pause to think - “Sure, he’s at least as nice as me.”
Finally they dropped off their horses. I got Maria’s sister’s address
in Lima to send copies of the pix I took of her. I also got
her friend’s address in Riobamba where it might be possible to see her
again when we pass thru. We parted, me with the knowledge that I’d see
her again someday, maybe in Framce. I continued my walk up to the
cemetery. From there I walked back into town, photoing the political writing

on the wall. By this time it had started to cloud over, I
tried to photo the street crew working, but there wasn’t enuf light
for good contrast. So I came back to the res where Segundo still hadn’t
returned. I ate some bread and the last of the cheese. We waited until we
could wait no longer. We headed out to the Merc for burgers and just as
as we were leaving, Segundo came back. At the Merc. we met Willie again.
He’d taken the hike up to the cross and beyond up the ridge. Said
there was a good view of Tungurahua when the clouds cleared. N &
I played a couple games of chess, and the came back to the res to
toke & retire. Willie carries a Polaroid with him (he’s only traveling
for 5 weeks) for giving pictures away. At one point during my
school

walk 2 little boys, dressed in their blue & white uniforms, stopped
and asked me to take their pictures. I took a shot of the 2
of them. The older little boy looked at me and asked “Where’s the
picture?” “It’s in here” (pointing to the camera) “Get it out of there!”
he replied. “I can’t” I said and proceeded to walk away. Not
every camera is a Polaroid, little kid.

T UES

J AN 16. Awoke relatively early and went off to the Paisano for
breakfast. Then we came back to the res. to toke before our hike. It had
rained earlier and was still slightly drizzling when we set out for
the hill across the river. We walked to Puente San Martin, a bridge
which passes over a gorge a couple hundred feet deep. From there we
took a trail over to a point that overlooked a waterfall just after
the gorge. Then back to the road only to turn off on another trail about
400M later. This trail followed up a valley with steep switch backs
and dusty trails footing. We met several Indians coming down
with loaded burros. At one point we stopped to re tie our shoes. We
were watched from up the hill by several school kids out on recess. When
we got up to them, they asked us to take their picture. I obliged, but it was
the same trip as yesterday: Sorry kids - this ain’t a Polaroid. We

continued up the trail until it looked as tho the shortest way to the
top laid cross-country. We hoofed it thru somebody’s corn field
but made it to the top of the ridge in about 2 1/2 hrs. We walked
along the ridge back toward Baños until we found a nice meadow
in which to sit, get stoned, and wait for the clouds to clear. After
about an hour, the clouds began to lift from the valley. Tung.
was still clouded over off in the distance so we occupied time
by admiring the scenery and N attempted to spear butterflies
with his walking stick. We took off our shoes and walked
along the ridge (only hitting one nettle) to the T.V. tower where
we could see Baños down below. We walked back and waited
for Tung. to clear. The clouds began to break up around the top
and I took a couple shots of the snow capped peak. We were
just getting ready to go down when we heard a noise in the
distance. It grew closer and we identified the sound as a
helicopter just as it flew over us and on down the valley.
We watched it go down between the mountain ranges on either
side. Over at the tower we waited another hour or so, just getting
sun and enjoying the view. The top cleared again for a few minutes,
we photo’d and headed back down. The top cleared one more time
on our decent. As we were about 3/ 4 down, we ran into Willie
sitting along the ridge. We stopped and toked for a while, then
finished our walk down. We got back after 6-7 hrs on the
hill. We dropped off our gear and went to the Merc. The cook was
just leaving as we arrived so we sat around and waited for 2 hrs. for
him to return. I spent the time playing chess with his little kig
kid. A good player but the best he could get was one draw. I then played
N. One game I spotted him a rook, another a queen. I won. The cook got back
about 7 and we ordered chateaubriands. We were joined by a lady named
Valerie whom we first met with her boyfriend in Otavalo (the guy who wanted

to play chess) and later met and gave a snorkel to in Quito. They
went to the Galapagos and immediately both got hep. She
recovered and came back, he didn’t and is still in a hospital
out on the islands. We talked for a while and invited her
to come over for a toot. We sat around talking, doing Monty
Python & Firesign Theater routines, and telling stories until
she left. We crashed promptly thereafter - both being exhausted.
W ED

J AN 17, Awoke and went over to the Paisano, sore thighs and all.
There we met a couple of Yanks (Jill and Steve?) who we had run into
in passing several times before. They were just on their way
out of town to Riobamba or somewhere. Before they left they
introduced us to an old fellow named Max who was eating
by himself at another table. He told us of his life in Calif.
with his Japanese wife and 3 daughters. Evidently he vacations
in S.A. every year, or has at least for the last 5. Jill had met
him back in Eureka before her trip and had run into him along
the trail. She asked Max why he refused to talk over his & her
upcoming S.A. trips before leaving the States. Max said “I
come down here every year. What would my wife think if I brought
a good looking chick home and started planning a trip to S.A.?” His
philosophy is “If they want to talk, let ’em learn English.” As
we were finishing up our breakfast, Valerie showed up. She was supposed
to meet us at 8 - 8:30. It was 9. We came back to the hotel, got

at the P.O.

our shit together, and went off to the baths. On the way up I
stopped and got a letter from home. Hector has received the package
now I await a letter from him, exposing our faults in exposure.
At the baths we did the typical hot, cold, hot, waterfall routine. N dove off
the top of the bath house into the cold pool. He came up with scraped
elbows. I walked back from the baths before N & V and sat around writing.
They arrived later, but went out again to get food for dinner and V’s

Before we left
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guitar. They returned and I was treated to all of N’s “three
songs” and some of V’s. She has a very nice voice and sings
Joan Baez type songs. After the serenade, we contemplated
dinner. They were unable to score some meat and N was averse
to tuna so, not feeling particularly vegetarian, we decided to go
out to the Chifa for filipmiñong. There we met up again
with Max who told us the same stories as he had at breakfast.
The cute little girl who is the daughter of the owner came over
to Max at his request. He put his arm around her and asked
her if she wanted to go back to Ca. with him. She couldn’t
understand a word of his English but had a big smile none
the less. He kissed her on the forehead and let her go. He
said he had asked the Mama if her little one could go to Ca.
with him. She pointed to her older (13?) daughter and
said “Take her” After dinner we stopped to buy eggs for
breakfast. We parted company with Max and headed back to
the res. As we were a block or so away from the res. we
heard a voice calling out “Viva McKenzie.” It had to be...
it was - Chris Cotton down from Otavalo with Ice Axe,
crampons, 60 retalin, and a desire to climb Tungurahua
tomorrow. C, V, N & I all came up and settled the meal. We
talked Chris out of going tomorrow and put it off ’til Fri. We
spent the rest of the eve talking. At one point Segundo
came up to leave some rat poison for our nightly raider noticed
a couple days ago. He got involved in telling a long story about
a 70 yr old guy who married a 17 yr old girl and sired 3
kids before kicking off at 80. Later he again came up and very
excitedly asked us to turn off the lights and give him our passports. There
were some Immigration officials inspecting the res. Evidently the attic is
not a rentable room, so he had to hide us. We sat in the dark
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waiting for the officials to leave. Soon Segundo came back
up with our passports and started telling us about his safety
measures to keep away false officials. Before he’ll open the door
for them, they must present credentials. Otherwise he’ll pull
his ever ready revolver from his belt and blast ’em. A
paranoid fellow. He asked V. if she was going to spend the
night with us. She was noncommittal but it became clear
that he wanted her to leave. She did and this took Segundo
out, too. Chris crashed on the bed.
JAN 18. Val came by with more eggs for breakfast and woke us all
up. She and N. went down to the kitchen to start the food. When Chris
and I got there the door was locked with no key and no Segundo in
sight. Soon S. came along but told us that the stove was broken.
We managed to get him to open the door anyway. I got my little
stove, brought it down and started frying the veggies for pericos. The
gasket was shot, with flames shooting out every 10 secs. I cut
another gasket and then came the fun part of tightening down
the top. It took N, C & I all torquing on the little bastard to
get 1 st tight enough so it wouldn’t leak and 2 nd tightened
past a certain point so that the cap could be put on without
hitting the control valve. That was the hard part. Using S. wrench
we finally managed to tighten it down sufficiently to make it
work. After breakfast C & I went downtown to check on mail
and allen wrenches for one set of crampons. No allens to be found
and the guy in the P.O. was retarded or something so I couldn’t
even find out about mail. Chris wanted to call his mom in
Oregon but you can’t make collect calls from Baños. I stopped again
at the P.O. and some other slightly more together fellow looked in every
pile but the right one for letters. I couldn’t get him to look in the
correct pigeon hole so we went back to the res with 3 strikes against

us. Back at the hotel we tried to get one set of crampons to fit C’s
boots just using a pliers. It didn’t work. I tried that set on my
boots and they fit just fine. C. tried the other set on his boots and
they also fit OK. One problem solved. N wasn’t feeling too good today
with body aches & gut gurgles. C, V, & I decided to take a walk
up to the cross. At the last minute N decided to come along. We
trucked up the hot, dusty trail for about 1/2 hr. At the cross we
debated whether or not to go farther. We decided to save our
strength for Tung. tomorrow. Going down there were places where we
had to trot thru inches of dust to keep from slipping. We raised
clouds behind us. Back down, C & V decided to go off to one set
of pools near the Bull Ring while N went off to the Salado to
try and soak out his pains. I stayed behind and wrote. About
3:30 I went again to the P.O. hoping that the real lady who
works there normally could find the letters that somehow I
knew must be there. Sure enough, she was there and so were
2 letters, one from Hec. & one from the folks. Hec related
a long story about how my journal interested the customs officials.
Allusions to pot, etc. evidently excited them, but you can’t be
arrested for writing about getting high. The letter from my
folks acknowledged receipt of presents and contained some
pix taken at Christmas. Hec. said the 200 at least, was
turning out good. I came back to the hotel and began writing a
letter to Hec. Soon N returned and shortly thereafter C&V returned.
We listened to guitar music for a while and then went out for
dinner at the Chifa. We wanted chicken but the waiter told
us there was no chicken. We walked back out and had gotten about a
block away when the lady who runs the Chifa came calling after us. She
said they did indeed have chicken so we went back and ordered up 3
quarters, N not feeling well enough to eat. During dinner we decided to
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buy another 1/2 chicken and cook up some rice and take the mixture,
pre-cooked, up to Tung. to be heated up there. Earlier in the day just
after our walk, we bought some other goods like tuna, noodles, bread,
chocolate, etc. all four for our climb tomorrow. We met Max
again at the Chifa. He gave V. directions to get to Immigration
in Quito, as she has to go there tomorrow and extend her visa. We
took the chicken back to the res. and cooked up a batch of rice,
mixed the stuff together, and put it in a plastic bag. It became
apparent that N. wasn’t going to climb tomorrow. V left and we
all retired, looking forward to tomorrow’s assault.
JAN 19, Got up a little after 6 and loaded up our packs. C & I
walked into town for breakfast. Then we bought some Valium &
McKenzie for the road and started walking. About a 1/ 2 hr
up the trail we stopped and ate some Retalin. There we encountered
a little kid on horseback who told us it was possible to rent
horses for the climb. We seriously considered the idea. Another 1/2
hr. up the trail we came to the store that sold tickets for the refuge
near the top. We registered, paid our 30S each for 2 nites, and
then asked about horses. The guy would take our packs up to the refuge
for 100S. That sounded good so we accepted. He ran off up the hill
to get the horse and another ice axe. We waited for him to come
back. We killed some time by playing a game of pool. Soon we got
restless, after waiting an hour, so we headed up the hill without
our packs. What a difference! We met some folks along the way
who steered us to the right trail. At one point we must have made
a wrong turn but with the help of 2 native ladies, got back
on the trail. Still not entirely convinced that we were on the right
trail, we walked slowly ahead until we ran into an old, hard of hearing fellow
who insured us we were on the right trail. He guided us around a bad spot,
but we still hadn’t run into the guy with the horse and our packs. We went

up the trail for about another hour and then decided to stop and
wait for the guy with our gear. We waited in a nice little
clearing for an hour before the guy came along. When
he got there we carved up a piña and drank some water. Then
we proceeded slowly up the trail for another hour and 1/2 or so until
we reached the refuge. Our guide cleaned out the refuge, washed
the pots & pans, even swept the floor. While he was cleaning, C. was
over in the trees gathering fire wood. We could see old Tung in
the distance, as well as all the way to Ambato. I gave our guide
2 chocolate bars for his walk back and he departed. We broke
out the McK and a couple Valiums. After a drink and a relax
in the sun, I came back in and heated up the chicken/rice mix
with some veggies. With bread & scotch on the side it was a
good dinner. I felt a little spaced out upon our arrival at
the refuge (probably due to the ritalin) but felt much better
after dinner. Then it was time for a fire. With the help of
a couple paper bags and some gas (we didn’t need our stove as the
refuge has a nice 4 burner gas model) we got a good fire going.
The only problem was the smoke wouldn’t go out the chimney.
Every gust of wind would send smoke into the room and tears
to our eyes. We let the fire burn down, looked at the stars and
lights off in the distance, and then retired to a night of
restless sleep. I fell asleep after much tossing, turning and
listening to the wind, and later the rain.
S AT

J AN 20. Awoke to a foggy, rainy morning. We decided to wait
as long as possible before heading up, in the hopes that the weather
would clear. We made up a breakfast of Avena but had no fruit or
Arrope de Mora so it was rather bland. We washed the dishes, I wrote for
a while and Chris, who slept even worse than me, napped for an hour.
Then he went out and began to gather up more fire wood for tonight.

I cleaned up the cabin and packed all our stuff back into the
packs. We’d been told of “ladrones” coming up and robbing
climber’s gear while they were up the hill. We stashed all
our stuff under the stove in a little storage area secured with
a big stump. We didn’t expect trouble, but better safe than
sorry. We finally started up about 11:30. The weather hadn’t gotten
better, in fact it started to rain again just as we left. I was
wearing my jeans, net t-shirt, turtle neck, wool shirt, Otavalo jacket &
rain jacket, with my stocking cap, gloves, and boots. I carried my
camera (sans strap) at first in my Gortex pocket but this soon got
wet from the rain so I transferred it into my wool sweater where it
rode very well. It had the normal lens on and I carried the wide
angle in my other pocket. Armed with ice-axes (mine turned out
to be too short, but serviceable) and energy, we began the climb.
The wind was howling around us, the rain was freezing to my jacket,
and the fog let us see at most 50 yds at a time. We got up
to the 1st white marker and kept going up the steep grade. The
traction was bad with loose rocks at first and then
snow. The snow was packey and actually provided slightly
better footing. In memorial to all the folks in Minn. I
made and threw a commemorative snow ball. After an hour
of steady hard work, we stopped for a chocolate bar break. At
one point the sky cleared enuf for us to see down into the
valley for a couple minutes. What a view! Then it clouded
up again. More up hill over loose rocks. I’d stab the ice-axe
into the ground, then push with both hands to get myself
up. Then reach out and stab again. After another hour 1/2 of this
I was mentally ready to turn back. It was a replay of Puracé.
I had visions of getting to the top again and having nothing to see.
I stopped on the trail, leaned on my axe, and let C. go on ahead.

He didn’t really want to go on alone, but didn’t want to turn
back either. He said he’d go up for another 10 min. and see
how close we were. I waited. About 20 min later 2 things
happened almost at once. First, the sky began to clear and it
became apparent that we were close to the top, second C reappeared and shouted that we were only 20 min from the top.
The clear sky & good news revived my energy and I began again
to struggle upward. We had to transverse across a very steep
snow covered area from one ridge to another. Using the axe
I’d sink the head into the sh snow and haul myself along
the face, hanging only onto the axe. It was steep but the snow
was so deep (6"- 8") and soft that falling was not a real danger.
The sky cleared completely and within 1/ 2 hr we were at the
crater. The view was incredible. We were higher than 90% of
the clouds, the sun was shining, we were surrounded by snow, the
crater, maybe 200M across and 100M deep, filled on one side and
what looked like a glacier on the other. We could see big crevasses along its surface. C. decided to try the crampons and
headed back up the glacier. I stayed below and photo’d the
crater & glacier. About 15 min later C. came back down and
told about seeing a “bottomless crevasse”. That rather scared
him so he came back down. It was now almost 4 PM and
high time to come down. The 1 st part of our decent was on
our asses sliding thru the snow, using the axes as brakes.
Once thru the heavy snow, we started “skiing” down on our
boots. We’d take one step forward and slide for 3 more. Then
into the loose rocks. This was even more fun. The sliding was quite
controllable and a lot faster then the long struggle up. Soon we hit
the hard ground and this was the slowest as we could only go one
step at a time. C. lagged behind with tired legs and a blister while
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I went down to the cabin. My jeans were soaked from
sliding thru the snow, my shoes were wet, but we had made it
to the top. The clouds remained away for the rest of the eve.
giving us good views of the top until sunset. We kicked back
with the 2 beers we’d purchased at the tienda, ate the rest
of the valium, and basked in our success. I hung my jeans &
sox out to dry, and proceeded to mix up a good batch of tunasurprise. We finished off the McK, ate dinner, and even
had some leftovers. We tried to make a fire again but most
of the wood was wet due to the rain last nite. It smoked us out
again. C. put some Ben Gay on his aching legs, let the fire
burn out, and we retired. I didn’t sleep very well again but
C slept even worse. He woke me up complaining about something in his eye. I looked but couldn’t see anything. It was
red, puffy, and tearing, making it impossible for him to sleep.
He finally figured out he’d gotten Ben Gay in his eyes and
just let them water until it was washed out.
J AN 21. We got up early after a fitfull nite. Made up the
left over tuna surprise and coffee con leche for breakfast. It was
another rainy, foggy morn. We washed all the dishes, swept the floor,
packed up all our gear, and prepared to get wet. The trail back down
the hill was pure mud. It was raining hard, the path was steep,
and where the path went between dirt banks, it was like a big
mud slide. With my pack on my back to throw off my balance,
I managed to slip and fall a couple times. Once I thought I wouldn’t
be able to get up, my pack was wedged between the dirt walls
and the mud gave me no traction. As C. said later, the walk down
was one big uncontrolled mud slide. At times the mud was 3"- 4" deep
with no way around. About 1/3 the way down, we turned off the mud
path and headed cross country. Shortly thereafter we realized we were

lost. We zig-zagged across cow pastures, thru barbed wire fences,
and down more mud chutes. After wandering downhill for another
1/ of the way, we were both drenched and my legs were beginning to
3
feel like rubber bands. Shortly there after we ran into the same little
old man from Friday. He told us we were only a short way from
the store, and that I had rented his ice-axe. We gave him the
axe and hoofed it to the store. There we plopped our gear down and I
noticed the damage done to this note book by the rain. I sat and
drank 3 colas, being very thirsty, probably due to the ritalin we
we had taken before departing down. At the store we asked the fellow
how much we owed him for the horse, axe, and a beer, all purchased
on credit. He told us he’d send his wife to the res. to collect the
cash after we got there. He said 150 for the horse, 50 for the axe &
15 for the beer. But Fri. he told us the horse was only 100. We
bartered a bit and finally got him back down to the original
Gordon had a
100 S. Satisfied, we headed back out and down the hill. The
note book filled
with some very rain had stopped but we still had to slog our way back into
nice drawings
inspired
town. On the way down one of the mud chutes I ripped the knee
by Indian patterns
and San P. N on my jeans, they were covered with mud as were my boots, and
photo’d the best
of them
we must have made quite a sight walking thru town. At the res
I was ready for peace, quite, and pot. But it was not to be. We
arrived to a party of N, the canadian “connection”, and 2 other
fellows, Gordon from Britain & Francisco from Scotland, who were
busy handing out San Pedro Cactus and smoking pot. I took the
pot but passed on the San P. I was feeling pretty raggy from 2 days
of hard work, little sleep, and ritalin, so I wasn’t very happy to see
a party. I hung all my wet clothes out on the line and came back up
and got high. The Canadian left as did G & F a little later. I relaxed
the rest of the afternoon. Around dinner time we went off to the Merc. for
burgers. C. bought a bottle of McK and Val joined us for dinner. We
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sat around talking, drinking, & eating. Everybody else was cruising
on the san P, but I decided to come back and crash, ending a long
adventure on the mountain. Earlier in the afternoon as we were
sitting around smoking, the wife of the store owner came by to collect
the money for the horse, etc. She again said it was 150 for the horse.
Both N & I tried to tell her that her husband had changed his
mind on that score, but she refused to believe it. We wound up
paying her 200 instead of 165.
J AN 22, N got up early after spending a late nite with the
San P gang, and went off to the Ambato mkt. I got high and
went back to sleep. Later Chris came by to see if I wanted to
go out for breakfast. We went over to Su Cafe but they were closed.
We wandered over to another place and ordered up eggs, bread & coffee.
There we were joined by Gordon & Frank. They, C, N, & V all had
a very late nite last nite, going thru 2 bottles of McK, taking an
unauthorized hot bath until the guard kicked them out, and
falling down in the streets. Today C. was going back to Otavalo
and after breakfast I helped him carry his crampons, ice-axe
and other goods left in our room over to his. We said good-by but
he said he'd send me a telegram regarding the Otavalo Connection
and our hike to Quilota. He’s expecting his girl friend to come
and visit soon. He says “You meet the nicest people on the
tops of mountains” I agreed. We parted and I came back to
the res to get high & relax my aching legs. I spent the rest
of the morn reading & dozing. About 1:30 N came back from the
Ambato mkt. with a nice belt for his jeans and a little
alcohol burner like Eve & Ann’s that he had managed to find. He went
out to find alcohol & a container. I spent the rest of the afternoon
relaxing. About 6 he finally returned from talking to the local marblemen. He’d been given a nice 2 liter bottle that had once held rat-
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poison. It had to be cleaned before putting alcohol in it. In
tossing it back to him, it fell to the floor and cracked. So much
for that bottle. Soon Val came over and she & N proceeded to
play guitar until I could stand it no longer. I went off to the
Merc. for a veggie pie. There I met a couple from New York and
a fellow from Switz. who told about how nice the Quilota walk
is. After dinner I came back, settled the meal, and retired. N & V
had gone out to the Merc. just as I was leaving. When N got back
he was still hot to trot with the guitar. He and Val sat around
toodling until she left. Then I asked him to cool it and went to sleep.
Earlier in the afternoon, while looking out the window, I saw a beautiful
iridescent green humming bird with a tail 3 times as long as
the bird’s body flitting around the big red flower bushes by the
sidewalk. They’ve also been burning off big sections of the hillsides.
C. says the natives think the smoke makes clouds & brings rain.
J AN 23. Val came over and we all went out to Su Cafe for
breakfast. Maybe it’s something I’ve done or subconsciously am
doing, but whatever the cause, N has been rather contrary the
last couple days. At breakfast we discussed taking San P today.
Earlier I’d expressed the desire to write this morn, but when
I agreed to eat SP instead, N got upset saying he wouldn’t have
eaten if he’d known that. I told him to do what he pleased,
and not make his decisions contingent upon me. He cooled
off a little and we came back to the res. by way of the P.O. We’d
gotten a letter from Eve & Ann in Quito. They told us to write
to them in Guat. City. Back at the res we met up with Gordon
and Frank who were also wanting to SP. Val brought over her little
“yo-yo” grinder and we proceeded to pulverize our bag and some of
G & F’s. F ate the most, followed by N & I, V & G. The stuff was GodAwful, even when swilled down with water. We smoked some in a

j mixed with tobacco after eating. We sat around for
about an hour, settling our stomachs. Then we all went off down
the road toward the path to Rio Verde. It was an hour walk
to the trail’s start. Along the way G got sick and I wasn’t feeling
too hot myself. But it was a beautiful day and I was just
beginning to feel the effects by the time we reached the trail.
Up the trail we went, N. in the lead with his walking stick, like
Moses to the promised land. We climbed up and up, my heart
pounding, legs aching, and head spinning. We got to the top
of a rise and saw our trail far down below us. Moses had led
us up the wrong trail. Back down we went. That exertion really
sent me flying. When we got back to the correct trail, I was
amazed how far up hill we’d gone. I remembered little of it.
The others went down the correct trail, but I decided to head
for Baños. I knew my legs wouldn’t hold out ’til Rio Verde, so
I just put it in drive and started walking myself back to
town. The high is a cross between acid & peyote. Not as heavy
as acid, organic like peyote, but definitely electric. The wind
crackling thru the trees, the clouds pulsing and changing
hues, my head and thoughts were flying. It was a much longer
walk back, head time, but I made it back to the res at 3. I
proceeded to drink water, and lay down with body rushes and
soaring thoughts. I phased in and out of reality for 4 hours
’til the others got back. They never got any farther down the
trail than the waterfall by the tunnel. They got back and were
all hungry. The walking stick bit the dust. Off they went to the
Merc. I wasn’t hungry so I just got stoned and retired.
WED

JAN 24, Awoke ravenous.Went over to the Paisano for yoghurt con fruit &
granola, french toast, and a jugo. After stuffing ourselves we came back to
the ranch and finished off our supply of smokeables. Then it was off to the

baths. It was a nice clear day. I took my camera along and got some
photos of old Tunk. It has much more snow now than 3 days ago. At
the baths we did the usual hot, cold, hot routine. Towards the end of
our stay I took some photos at the waterfall and around the baths. Val
showed up a little later and we invited her over for dinner. Back in
town our first task was to find a container for alcohol. We found
a cheap plastic one at one of the trinket shops near the church.
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Then we bought alcohol, meat, bread, tomato sauce, butter, spaghetti noodles,
and later I came back for whole toms, onions, and tea. We took the meat
over to the Merc. to have it ground up. Back at the res we tested
the alcohol burner. It almost gets hot enough to boil water, but if
the pot is covered, it boils ok. Then we started brewing up the
spaghetti sauce. I got a bottle of cheap wine from Segundo which
went half into the sauce and half into N & I. We sat around reading
and writing while the sauce simmered, smelling better & better. About
5 Val showed up. We bought another bottle of vino and started making
the noodles and garlic bread. When these items were finished, we sat
down to a spaghetti dinner that couldn’t be beat. We bought yet
another bottle of wine and proceeded to get

sloshed. Then

we went off to the Merc. for a drunken game of chess and a piña
pie. After that we came back to the res, guitared it for a while & crashed.
Thurs

J AN 25, Val came by this morn with 9 eggs. We decided to make
breakfast here. She cooked up some tortillas with flour, water, sugar & salt.
I chopped up some veggies and cooked up a batch of pericos. N had his
fried. The little stove works well for eggs but can’t get up the heat for
tortillas. We had to use the gas one for that. For a while, at least,
we’ll keep both stoves but just take the little one out packing. After breakfast
I went over to the P.O. and got another letter from home. The folks had received
their gifts ok. The rest of the day was spent on chores. I got almost caught
up in this book, mended my jeans, cleaned off and sno-sealed my boots,

and read for a while. N came back after talking to a guy about building
him a pair of sandals. He’s having a pair make for 250. I should go
to the guy and get him to fix my boot. Today was a day of basic
laying around. I’m coming down with a cold and didn’t feel like
much exertion or action. We went over to the Merc for a hamb.
dinner. Segundo wanted to have a party tonite so we spread the
word. N had seen a tall blond lady whom he lusted after at the
baths today. She showed up at the party and he danced up a storm
with her, only to receive a kiss on the cheek at the end of the
night. I met 2 fellows at the party who had just seen Elaine
J. in Quito. They delivered a letter to us from her. She’s
heading for Cuenca. She met E & A in Quito. Evidently
their boat trip to Coca was adventure packed. It took
them 14 instead of 7 hours due to first the motor breaking
down and having to go back to Mish. to get another, and then to
the boat being so overcrowded that it hung up on sandbars &
continually needed to be bailed out as water was coming in
over the sides. I retired as the party music drifted to disco.
FRI

JAN 26, Val came by with 9 eggs again. We made up another perico
breakfast complete with tortillas. After breakfast she left with her
guitar. At last I have a reprieve from the sounds of strings. Shortly
after eating, Frank and Gordon came up with another fellow named
Steve who turned out to be from Tofte. He and N. sat around trading
names of people they knew in common from Grand Marais and Lutsen.
Frank powdered up more SP and the 3 of them, excluding G & I,
choked it on down. We sat around and talked for quite a while
as it was raining outside and no weather for strolling. About 3 the
sun came out and they all prepared to go out. I gave the pipe one final
cleaning and all 5 of us managed to catch a buzz. Then they split. I
spent the rest of the afternoon nursing my running nose, coughing, and

reading a Jane Roberts book called the Education of Oversoul #7.
An esoteric ditty reminiscent of Eckankar. Thus another day was
spent in virtual inactivity. Gordon & I went over to the Merc
for dinner, later joined by N & F. N had gone out taking photos
of the crystal clear air and beautiful sunset. Everything was
washed clean by the rain and the colors in the sky were truly
FRANKLIN
remarkable. At dinner Francisco had cooked up a special comida
of roast pig & mashed potatoes. It was quite good. When I asked
the price before the meal I was told it cost 40. As time to
pay rolled around, Mercedes tried to charge 50. I told her he
said it was only 40. She let me get by with this price but
others were charged 50. While eating we were joined by Bill, a
70 odd year old guy from San Fran. who’s been down here
5 times in the last 10 years. In the “green book” at the
Merc. he was on page 5. He’d had a fight with his 36 yr
old girl friend and was headed back to Quito tomorrow. We also
ate with the New York couple, Carlos & Regine. Nice folks.
After dinner we strolled around looking for Gringas or smoke.
Neither could be found. As we were waiting in a store to buy
candles, the power went out. It came back on shortly but it
could have been quite dangerous in the street what with all the
holes & concrete pipes laying scattered about. We came back to
the res. but N went out again to try and find some smoke.
He was unsuccessful. He returned and we both crashed.
S AT

J AN 27, Awoke and went over to the Paisano for breakfast. Came
back and spent most of the day reading Vonnegut’s Wampeters, Foma, &
Granfalloons. This kept me busy mos as my cold was still acting up. It’s
getting better but I didn’t feel like taking any chances. Later in the afternoon, N went out to photo the marble match. He came back and by that
time I had finished the book. Then he had to go over and pick up
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his sandals. They weren’t ready so we went out to dinner.
I sat and waited & waited for my chateau. N went back out &
picked up his sandals just before his dinner was served. I sat
and ate some of his fries ’til he got back. After dinner we came
back to the res. where Segundo was getting ready for another
party. But he wasn’t doing very much. He’s had swollen glands
for the last couple weeks. When 9:30 rolled around he still hadn’t
opened up the room or set out the player. N & I roused him
from his T.V. upstairs and he set up the stereo just as the
guests began to arrive. There was a serious lack of ladies and
drugs. There were 2 women (both attached) and about 12 men.
I played D.J. for a while and sat around and talked to Harry
from Chicago, and Frank and some french guy. N went
out to try and remedy the women/drug situation. He found
neither. After other folks took over control of the stereo selections
I crashed.
J AN 28, Awoke early and packed our stuff together to go to
Quilotoa. Frank & Gordon joined us and off we went to get some
breakfast. After eating we bought some food in the market, I checked
for mail at the P.O. (nothing) and we got on a bus for Ambato. In
Ambato we made connections immediately for Latacunga. My pack
was transferred from bus top to bus top and off we went. At the
police check point outside Lat. I bought some llullas (pronounced
“djudjas”). Once in town we made it to the bus for Zumbaqua.
As were waiting on the bus for it to get going, we had a snack
of llullas and pop. There was a drunken native trying to
get on the bus. He must have been about 16 but drunk as a skunk.
It took 3 people to get him on. Finally we got underway. About
45 min later we stopped in Pujili. Today happened to be market
day. The driver got out along with a couple other ladies and

went off to do some shopping. A big fat lady with about a gallon
of perfume on sat down next to in front of me. We sat there
on the bus for a good 1/ 2 hr, breathing putrid perfume and
waiting for the driver to get back. At one point F went up and
started honking the busses’ horn. It didn’t help. Finally
the driver showed up but we had to wait another 15 min for
the 2 ladies to arrive. By this time even the Ecuadorians were
getting pissed. People were making comments about not wanting
to sleep on the bus tonight. Finally the ladies showed, each
with big bags of bananas, and we drove up into the mountains
toward Zum. As we got higher, the farm land in the valley gave
way to grazing land. We saw many herds of sheep, goats, and
a few llamas. The farther we went, the more barren the land became.
In some places there was absolutely nothing growing. The mountain
peaks were craggy and jagged. After about 2 hours we pulled into
Zumb. We got out and had a cola at the roadside stand, then started
walking. The handbook said it was a 3 1/2 hr walk. The locals
said it was 3. All along the first part of the walk (along a good
gravel road) there were cactuses growing next to the road. There
was a good sized canyon paralleling the road, and with the mountains in the distance, it was a scenic but desolate looking area. We
ran into more herds of goats and sheep and I managed to photo
one. All the little kids we encountered along the way would ask
us for a sucre. At first we gave them some change as they looked
as poor as any people we’d seen so far. Later on we realized we’d be
broke by the end of the walk if we kept handing out sucs, so we
gave money only to those who gave us info. We came to a fork in the
road, at which 3 little kids were sitting. We asked them which way to go,
they told us to the right, we gave them some sucs and kept on trucking.
After an hour and a half or so my feet began to get sore. I had
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worn only my tennies and my little toes were feeling the
pinch. About this time we asked a couple folks how far it was
to the lake. They both told us it was 2 - 3 k. Good, we thought,
as it was now about 4:PM. The trail to this point had been
fairly level, but now it started going up hill. Another 1/ 2 hr
passed and we asked another fellow in a car how much farther.
He said another 1/ 2 hr to the crater and another 1/ 2 hr down
to the water. We didn’t want to believe it was still that
far, but his info turned out to be correct. By about 5 it had
started to cloud up, mist, and get cold. We put on wool jackets
and took a little break along the side of the road. My hands were
so cold I couldn’t button the top button of my shirt and my
feet were really paining. The houses that people live in
around here are nothing more than small dirt walled huts
covered with thatch roofs. Life up here must be very hard. We
continued our uphill walk thru the fog and finally reached the
crater. Then it was a steep, sandy, walk/run/slide á la Tung.
to the water below. It was so foggy we couldn’t see the lake
until we were almost down to it. We got to the bottom about
6. We had started about 2:30 so the handbook was right. For
some reason we hadn’t brought water with us, thinking a lake so
far from people couldn’t be too bad. I filled up the canteen, iodized
it, and waited. My feet hurt so bad I had to take my shoes
off and go barefoot even tho it was quite cold. N went off to
find fire wood. G & F did the same. N came back to our campsite,
a relatively flat, sandy spot near the water. We tried to
get the tent up but it was rather difficult getting the thing to stand
what with a 3" layer of sand on top of rock. We managed to pound
most of the stakes in, but it seemed a very fragile success. Then it came
time to cook dinner. I tasted the water but it was too brackish to

drink. The lake drains nowhere, and people bring goats & cows to
the water to drink. It was surrounded by goat shit and had a
ring of white foam around the shore. The lake was nothing more
than a salt-water cesspool. I decided then & there I would
have nothing to do with that water. I’d go thirsty before I’d
drink or cook with it. By this time it was getting dark, my
feet were sore & cold, my mouth was dry, my temperament none
too pleasant, and I thought “Whose Idea was this, anyway?”
I rolled out my sleeping bag and crawled in while N, G & F got
the fire going and tried to cook rice with the water. It turned
out inedible. So we had tuna sandwiches and a banana (no water)
for dinner. F & G didn’t have a tent so they laid out 2 sheets
of plastic and their ponchos to sleep on. N crawled into the
tent and we crashed. Shortly thereafter it began to rain. G & F
huddled under their plastic until about 1AM. I put out our
pots and pans to collect rain water and when N & I saw how
cold and soaked they were, we told them to get into the tent with
us. So we squeezed 4 folks into our 2 man tent. F put on my
wool jacket, G shared N’s bag and we tried to sleep. Then the tent
fell in. The rain had softened the sand and the main peg at the
front pulled out. The wet tent laid against our bags and got
them wet. N went out to try and put the stake back in. It
held for a while, but just as we had fallen asleep, it caved in
again. N fixed it again but by now everything was damp if
not soaked. The peg held and we finally fell asleep, F wedged
between N & I and G curled up at the bottom of the tent. I slept
with damp pants and my face in a puddle of water. As F & G were
getting into the tent, we treated ourselves to a sip of collected rain
water. The first real water in almost 12 hrs. Every one slept fitfully.
It was almost dawn before the rain stopped.
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J AN 29, We awoke about 6:30 wet and cold. We had
planned on making Avena for breakfast but without water it was
quite impossible. We had collected enough rain water to give
each of us a good drink, but that was all. So we ate bananas, mandarines, and cookies for breakfast. We packed up our bags and
tent, still wet, and started the long climb back out of the crater. The
rain had packed and hardened the sand so it was not nearly as
slippery or dusty going up, but it was still uphill. It took us
almost an hour to reach the top. About half way up we met a little
kid who followed us the rest of the way up, asking for money all
the way. However none of us were feeling generous. On the way
up we took some pix of the lake as it wasn’t foggy. The lake
is a mile or 2 in diameter, surrounded on all sides by peaks.
It used to be a volcanic cone. Once we reached the top we took a break
to view the landscape. 2 teachers came up and joined us. They just
lived near by and didn’t have a car. We were hoping to catch a
ride to Zumb. but they told us no cars came along this road
and the only bus had passed at 7. So we started our long
downhill walk. About an hour later we came to a truck parked
in front of what turned out to be a small store. The little kids
all ran up to us asking for sucres. The truck wouldn’t be leaving for
a while but we did avail ourselves of the store’s colas. Every
body got a big laugh when I tried to walk into the store with
my pack on and it hit against the top of the doorway. A cola
never tasted as good as those did. F & G had dried off from
walking, and everyone’s spirits picked up after the long needed
drink. Off down the road we went, the marvel of all the locals. One
little kid came up asking for bread, I gave him a cookie. A shepherd
noticed me readying my camera to photo him and shook his head.
I refrained from photoing him, but another fellow stopped me

and almost demanded I take his photo. I tried to tell him I
didn’t have a Polaroid, but couldn’t get the idea across, so I
didn’t take his photo either. A little later we ran into a
lady with a big german shepherd walking toward the lake. She
was a Gringa and we gave her directions and warned her about
the water. By now my feet had begun to hurt again. I was
wearing my shoes untied, to try and make them as loose as possible,
but it didn’t help. By the time we reached Zumb. every step almost
brought tears to my eyes and walking was 9/10 will power, 1/10
physical ability. When we finally reached the road I was mentally
exhausted from fighting the pain. I took off my shoes and inspected
the damage. I’d never seen anything like it. My little toes didn’t
have blisters, they were blisters. We sat along the roadside
drinking colas and eating the last of the cookies. Soon a little
pick up truck stopped and took us to Lat. I sat in the back,
barefoot, huddled under my rain jacket, watching a chicken on
the floor, as we drove thru wind and rain. F had my wool jacket
on, N his, and G wrapped in his poncho. It was a cold, windy,
and some times rainy drive, but we made it to Lat. The only
bit of excitement was when we were stopped at the police check
point outside Pujili. N thought we’d have to show passports and
he’d left his in Baños, but we didn’t. Just before Lat. the
driver got out and charged us each 20 S. We hadn’t anticipated
that but it was the same as the bus. Once in Lat. we climbed
on a bus to Ambato. I was still barefoot and got a few looks
from the locals. The ride to Amb. was short and sweet. Once
there we got on another bus to Baños. I put my shoes back on. The
bus stopped and picked up 5 school girls, one of which sat next to me
in the only empty seat. This caused much giggles from the others as
she was sitting next to the “meester”. One of them said hello
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to N and asked him how he was. “Horney” he replied.
The bus had an out of alignment wheel and every time it went
too fast down hill the bus would shake and rattle. The school girls
got off for fear the bus would explode. Finally in Baños we
bought some little banana fritters from the lady in front of the
market, and I limped back to the res. We strung up a line in
our room and hung out the tent & sleeping bags to dry. We
decided to celebrate our return so N went downstairs and got
a bottle of McK from Segundo. F, G, N & I sat around until
dinner time drinking and talking about drinking. At the Merc.
for dinner we ordered up chateaus, fries & pies to go with our bottle.
When that one was finished, N went out and bought another but
this one was bad. Chris Cotton had mentioned the same thing
happening to him in Otavalo, but we drank the stuff anyway. I
played a couple games of chess with N & Val, then, wearing
F’s thongs, came back to the res in a drunken, frazzled heap,
and crashed. “Strange travel suggestions are dancing lessons from
God”
J AN 30. N got up very early and hustled off to Ambato to cash
money. I slept until he got back which turned out to be about 11. He
Val, F and later G (to a small extent) all ate SP today. Last nite
F had found a frog who had a smoke connection. Later this after
G would go check on that. The SP was not powdered as before, but
just wetted into a little glob and choked down. They claimed this
was the best way yet. They sat around for a while and then
went off to the baths. I gave my cold and toes the benefit of
the doubt and stayed behind, reading Eden Express by M. Vonn. In this
way I passed most of the afternoon. Around 3 G went down to the
park to see if he could score. About 5:15 the others came back
from the pools, cruising. A little later G showed up with a little.
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The guy first said “nothing”. Then showed a whole cig pack
full, then sold half at the last moment. G & the rest of us
tested and approved. He had to return to give the guy some
SP. We suggested he take a full cig pack, but only give the guy
half. V, F, N & I went off to the Chifa for dinner. G stayed
behind with stomach cramps. At the Chifa we inquired about
taking a photo of the cute little girl there. We’ll return tomorrow & shoot. After dinner we stopped in a trinket shop to
visit one of N’s “marble men”. I wound up buying a postcard of old Tung. to send home. Back at the res, V, G, F, N &
I all settled the meal and listened to N play guitar. I read
E Exp. ’til about 12 when everybody left and we retired.
F EB J AN 31, Awoke and went over to the Paisano for breakfast.
When we got back we began the long process of packing and
getting things ready to go South. N. went down and started washing
clothes while I started moving into my pack. We had shit scattered
from one end of the room to the other, The tent was hung from
the ceiling, books, papers, and odds and ends ’til you couldn’t
even see the floor. I proceeded to pack stuff slowly. When N
got up from washing, I went down and did some of my own.
Val had come by. When I finished washing the 3 of us
went over to get the little girl from the Chifa to take her
picture. She was still eating lunch so we waited for her to
finish by drinking a coke. When she was ready, her mother
sent us off with her sister and a little boy. I took a photo of the 3
of them in the park. Then we found a Polaroid guy and
got 3 pics taken. The 1st of N & I and the 3 little kids we gave
to the girl. The second of N & I & the girl went to N. The 3rd didn’t
turn out so we had to do it over. I got that one. We walked
back to the Chifa. Her mother praised the photo and treated us
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to a jugo de mora. We then walked over to the Mercedes
and took a picture of Franklin and his 3 kids in front
of the doorway. Then we I took a photo of N & Val with
the little girl from across the street that N had taught
to wink. Then we walked back to the res. Along the way
I photo’d 2 construction workers next to their cement mixer.
Back at the res, N was to go to Ambato with Segundo to
buy more records. Before they left I took a photo of
S. in front of the res. with his rifle & pistol. Earlier N
got some shots of the men pulling taffy. N left and I
resumed packing. I wrote for a while and finished Eden
Express. Then I crashed, still suffering from a bad head
cold. N returned about 6 and we went off to the Merc.
for a final chateaubriand. After dinner we talked S.
into letting us listen to the new records, N & I, Val, Gordon
and Frank listened to Jazz, Cat Stephens, Linda Ronstadt,
etc. The fellow from whom G had scored the smoke was
also there later, cruising on SP, but he had no more
smoke. My cold sent me to bed early.
F EB 1, Val and Frank woke us up. They were going off
to the market in Saquisili and wanted to say good-by. We
did and they went off. N. & I walked up to Su Cafe for
breakfast where we met them again. We ate and said
good by again. Then we walked up to the baths for one
last hot soak. I took a hot shower at the baths for the
1 st time. The water was so hard I couldn’t lather the
soap to wash my hair. We came back to the res. and I had to
re-wash in the cold shower. We proceeded to fold up the tent
and pack the last of our stuff away. Gordon came by and
wished us a good trip. We finally got all our stuff

packed into our packs. I’d forgotten how heavy the bastards
are when full. My sinuses were killing me. About 1 we
finally left the old Santa Clara. When we reached the
bus stop we found the bus wasn’t leaving until 1:45. We
sat around the park eating helados waiting for the bus.
We finally got underway to Riobamba. Our driver couldn’t
have been more than 18 and was having a terrible time
shifting the bus. The ride to Rio was bumpy and dusty. We
finally made it to Riobamba and as we were getting off
the bus met a fellow named Mathew from Canada. The 3
of us walked off looking for a residencia. After walking in
a circle or 2 looking for the train station, we finally found
it and a res. (Americano) near by for 40 S each. N & I
went off to try and find Maria, the girl I’d met in Baños
with the wayward horse. We found her apartment but nobody home. We came back and got Mat. and went off to the
Chifa China for an uninspired chinese dinner. Mat came
back to the room while N & I checked again on Maria. Some
fellow answered the door and said she’d gone to Baños (!) but
would be back tomorrow. On our way back to find Maria the
1 st time we ran into Maryann, N’s kiss on the cheek dance
partner from a week or so ago. She was traveling with 3 frogs
and we helped them find a room at the Colonial. On the
way to dinner N checked on them but they’d gone out. Coming
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back from Maria’s the second time we stopped and checked on the
frogs. They were just getting ready to go out to eat. We walked along
as they turned down one place, then another. Finally the 4 of them stopped
in a pollo dorado place and ordered up 3 dinners. They split the 3
dinners 4 ways. We sat around talking about movies and disco until
they invited us to their room for tea. They cooked us tea on their
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little Bluet stove and we talked about S.A. in general.
They were headed out in the morning on the 6:30 train
to Cuenca. They retired early so N & I came back to find
Mat also retired. He was leaving on the same train &
had given instructions to the dueña to wake him at 5:30
Tonite was the 1 st time I’d slept in a bed for 3 weeks.
F EB 2, Awoke at 5:30 to the dueña knocking on the door.
I rolled over and went right back to sleep. Got up
for good about 9 and went out for breakfast. On the way
back I stopped and bought a new note book and pen. Then
we checked on the train to Ingapirca. Leaves at 6:30,
costs about 30 S. The busses cost about 80 so tomorrow the
dueña will wake us up at 5:30 and we’ll train it
to Inga. Back at the res. I started writing a long letter
home. N went out about 2:30 to check on a IETEL
office and the possibility of getting an onward ticket
out of Peru. He came back and told me he’d found a
place to sell him a $50 MCO. I took a break from
writing and we went to the office. We asked if we
could get $20 MCOs. The fellow said we’d have to wait
for the boss. The boss came in and said he’d sell us 2 $20 MCOs. I hustled back to the res, got 2 $20 checques,
and suddenly our onward ticket problem was solved.
We checked on Maria again but nobody was home. Back
at the res I finished the letter home. We went out to
eat a typical marienda. We had to stand watching a
soap opera waiting for the little girl to come back with change
from our 100 S. She never came back. Finally the old lady behind
the counter reached under her belt and took out some change.
People are very stingy with their change around here.

Even if they have change they make you wait while some
little kid runs off to get your bill changed. After dinner we
again checked on Maria. Her girl friend that I’d met
before was there, but Maria was still in Baños, not to
return until tomorrow. My life story. Then we went off
to the IETEL office and N called home. Everything is
fine in Duluth. We came back to the res to write and
pack our stuff up for tomorrow’s train ride.
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FEB 3. The knock came at 5:20. We hauled ourselves up and walked across the
street to the train station. Got our tickets without problem and sat down in
a nearly empty car. There were 2 other Gringos in the car with us. One
was a fellow from Calif. The other was the girl we met on our way back down
from Quilotoa. She’s from Israel. The dog we’d seen her with that day
by the lake had actually picked her up. It followed her to the lake and
back and then abandoned her. The train was not crowded for most of the
ride. Vendors came thru selling everything from Cigarettes to bread
to shoe shines. The ride was thru some nice but rather brown mountain
scenery. The Calif. went up on the roof to take pictures. There were
people riding up there on the 1st few cars which looked only like freight
cars. One stop was a lunch stop and almost everybody bought something
either thru the train window or got off the eat. Just before reaching
Sibambe where we had to change trains, there was a peak called
the Devil’s Nose which has the world’s only zig-zag rail line.
The train pulled forward and stopped, the switch was thrown, and it
backed down the hill to a point, another switch was thrown, and
it went forward into the station. Like this:

. We

got off the train about 10:30 and were immediately bombarded with
water balloons. We looked around for a place to eat. One fellow opened
up a locked shop and proceeded to make us some coffee. N bought
some cookies and we had a little snack. After coffee we sat on the

At one point,
N put a 50 c
piece on the
tracks in front
of the train,
it was squashed
flat

bench near the station and watched the kids of all ages soak
each other with water balloons. This is the custom around Carnival
time. Anyone is fare game. Everyone from little kids to grown
men were filling balloons, forming alliances, battle lines, and planning
ambushes. One particularly creative fellow got a big red plastic pail
and managed to sneak up behind another and douse him
thoroughly. Thus we sat on the bench and watched the fun &
games. We’d parked our packs inside the station to keep them
dry. At one point a fellow, obviously drunk, came staggering
across the RR bridge. He was threatening to stumble and fall
thru into the river below. He was helped across and put to
sleep sitting in a box inside the station next to our packs.
About 1:30 the train to Ingapirca came along, but there
were so many people waiting to get on the car due to another train
just having pulled thru and unloading a bunch of transfers, that
they went off to get another car. So we waited a little more.
Then the steam locomotive came along. You’re Your basic big
black steam loco. still in operation, pulling freight cars
filled inside and out (on the roof) with folks and goods. Belching
black clouds of smoke it rolled into the station. I took several
photos of this operational museum piece. It chugged out up
the switch back as our little car came along. Everybody pushed
and shoved to get on and N & I wound up riding on the roof
with baskets of pineapples and bags of rice. It wasn’t really a
train, as there was only one car. It was more like a bus
on a train chassis, complete with steering wheel, gear shift
lever, and rear view mirror. Our first stop was to get gas. Soon the
roof cleared off enough so N & I could stretch out, but then it
started to rain. We pulled our ponchos over ourselves and our packs
and rode for some time like that. Finally it cleared out enough

inside the car for us to move ourselves and our packs down. We sat
inside and it really was like riding a bus. They even stopped for
people along the tracks in the middle of nowhere. We were
chased by dogs. At one point the second-in-charge-guy had to
get out and sand the tracks because they were slippery from
the rain. We rode for a long time, asking various folks whether
or not there was a place to stay or eat at Inga. Some said yes,
some said no. About 5:30 we pulled into the Inga. station, which
consisted of a falling down shed and a concrete platform. We got
out and started the steep walk up to the village 2 k away. We
followed some little girls and some cows up the hill. By the time
we reached the top we were both tired. And hungry. At the
village we were met by a fellow dressed in a suit and tie who
turned out to be the “inspector” or something of the ruins. He
offered to show us around tomorrow and explain everything. He
also directed us to the restaurant and said we could probably
sleep there, too. To the restaurant. There we met a fellow who
turned out to be the “curator” of the ruins. He also offered to
take us out in the morning and explain everything. He told
us there was a refuge at the site where we could sleep (on the floor)
or else his wife could find a place for us there. Since it was
dark we opted for the wife. She cooked us up a dinner of rice,
potatoes, eggs, bread & coffee. Then she directed us to a room
with a nice big double bed. We didn’t get the bed, however.
That belonged to another fellow who might or might not be coming
in this evening. We laid out our sleeping bags on the floor and tried to
fall asleep listening to some lady plunk away at a guitar. Nothing
worse than trying to sleep with guitar sounds coming in your ear.
Except perhaps a radio, which is what they turned on after she got
tired of hacking at the guitar. I put one ear against my foam
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pad and covered the other with my wool jacket stuffed into
my stuff sack. I finally fell asleep. Only to be awakened by the
fellow coming home. Only he wasn’t one fellow, he was three.
Three talkative Ecuadorians laid in the bed and giggled & made
jokes while N & I laid on the floor right next to them. Finally
they shut up and I fell fitfully back to sleep.
F EB 4. Only to be awakened by roosters a couple hours later.
Before the sun had even thought of lightening the horizon,
the radio came back on. Then as the first stars were winking
out, the giggling Ecuadorians awoke and started talking. I held
out until it looked like morning might be around the corner,
and then resigned myself to getting up. My head cold was back
due to the cold floor and I had an ache in my left lung
from sleeping crooked or something. Every time I took a deep
breath I got a stabbing pain in my back. The first order of
business was to roll up some more 200 ASA. One of the cassettes
I used had a very loose top which popped off just as I’d
finished loading it. That’s one roll down the drain and no
more extra cassettes for 200. I finally got some loaded successfully
and then it was time for breakfast. Eggs, spuds, coffee & bread. The
curator had shown up, having spent the night somewhere else. He
was obsessed with the idea of us taking some telephoto shots of the
ruins for him and even went so far as to send his wife off to
Cañar to buy film. It was a beautiful clear - cold morning
and we set off to the ruins, the 3 of us, at about 7:30. Our
first stop was a scenic overlook where we could see the main
“temple” catching the 1st rays of sun. The 1st ruins we went to
were not Inca, but Cañar. Our guide pulled some potsherds from
the dirt and gave them to Norris. This 1st ruin was nothing more
than a series of squares bordered by 2 ’ rough rock walls with
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62

AMERICIO

Ac
(227)

2
8
18
32
18
9
2

PROTOAC
TINIO

89

TORIO

ACTINIO

Seria de actínidos

Nd

61

PLUTONIO

Pr

60

NEPTUNO

Ce

2
8
18
21
8
140,907 2

59

URANIO

2
8
18
20
8
140,12 2

58

PRASEO
DIMIO

La

CERIO

LANTANIO

Seria de lantánidos
2
8
18
18
9
138,91 2

2
8
18
6

127,60

Ra

57

Se

2
8
7

35,453
BROMO

OXIGENO
AZUFRE

2
8
18
18
5

121,75

51

34

17

2
8

10

*
Rn

dysentary

Pb

As

74,9216

SX
32,054

YODO

50

33

2
8
18
5

SELENIO

FOSFORO NITROGENO
ARSENICO

CARBONO
SILICIO
GERMANIO

Ge
72,59

PX

30,9738

2
8
6

16

FX

18,9984

*

XENON

2
8
18
32
27
(251) 9
2

32

2
8
18
4

15

2
8
5

OX
15,9994

9

He

4,0026

RADON

2
8
18
28
8
162,50 2

Tl

28,096

NX
14,0067

8

2
7

2

LUTECIO

2
81 8
18
32
18
204,37 3

Si

2
8
4

7

2
6

ASTATO

In
114,82

2
8
18
18
3

CX

2
5

7 A

TELURO

2
8
18
32
157,25 1

196,967 1

49

2
4

6 A

POLONIO

Au 18
Hg
32
8

69,72

5 A

12,01115

14

2

ANTIMONIO

2
80 8
18
32
18
200,59 2

Ga

2
8
18
3

ESTAÑO

Cd
112,40

2
8
18
18
2

Al
26,9815

31
GALIO

ZINC

COBRE

79

48

13

6

O

BISMUTO

2
8
18
25
8
151,96 2

Pt

2

65,37

2
8
3

PLOMO

2
78 8
18
32
17
195,09 1

Ag

18
1
107,870

Zn

2
8
18
2

INDIO

106,4

2
8

47

MERCURIO CADMIO

2
8
18
18

PLATA

Pd

Cu
63,54

30

ORO

Ir

46

29

2
8
18

GADOLINIO

Os

NIQUEL

77 28
18
32
192,2 17

Rh

PALADIO

2
8
18
23
8
(147) 2

Ru

45

Ni
58,71

PLATINO

2
8
18
22
8
144,24 2

Re

2
76 8
18
32
14
190,2 2

2
8
18
16
1
102,905

44

Co

28

2
8
16
2

EUROPIO

2
75 8
18
32
13
186,2 2

Tc

COBALTO

W

(99)

2
8
18
15
101,07 1

RODIO

Ta

2
8
18
14
1

Fe

2
27 8
15
2
58,9332

IRIDIO

Hf

2
74 8
18
32
12
183,85 2

MANGANESO

2
73 8
18
32
11
180,948 2

Mo

43

HIERRO

2
88 8 89-103
18
32
18
DE
(226) 82 SERIE
ACTINIDIOS

2
72 8
18
32
10
178,49 2

Nb

2
8
18
13
95,94 1

42

Mn

RUTENIO

Ba

Zr

41

Cr

OSMIO

2
56 8 57-71
18
18
8 SERIE DE LOS
137,34 2 LANTANIDOS

2
8
18
12
92,906 1

40

V

26 28
14
2
55,847

PROMECIO

Y

2
8
18
10
91,22 2

Ti

25 28
13
2
54,9381

25 x = 1500
-------25

25
---1
1500
-------x
BORO
ALUMINIO

10,811

2B

1 B

B

2
3

TALIO

Isótopo más estable

5

4A

DISPROSIO

( ) = No de Masa del

3A

CALIFORNIO

MASA ATOMICA

ELECTRONES IN LAS CAPAS

NOMBRE DEL ELEMENTO

Simbolo

8B

TECNECIO

Sr

39

47,90

23 28
11
2
50,942

7B

RENIO

2
8
18
9
88,905 2

38

Sc

22

24 2
8
13
1
51,995

VANADIO

2
8
18
8
87,62 2

44,956

21

2
8
10
2

6B

NIOBIO

Ca
40,08

2
8
9
2

5B

NEODIMIO

Fr

20

2
8
8
2

4B

WOLFRAMIO MOLIBDENO CROMO

2
87 8
18
32
18
(223) 81

3B

24,312

TANTALIO

Cs

Mg

Número atómico

2
8
2

TITANIO

Rb

12

Elementos de transición

CIRCONIO

2
55 8
18
18
8
132,9051

37

Be
9,0122

HAFNIO

2
8
18
8
85,47 1

K

4

2
2

ESCANDIO

POTASIO

39,102

RUBIDIO

19

2
8
8
1

MAGNESIO BERILIO

22,9898

CESIO

SODIO

Na

2
8
1

ESTRONCIO CALCIO

8,939

11

60481

2 A

BARIO

LITIO

Li

2
1

camera

H
1,00797

3

FRANCIO

(con masas atómocas referidas al isótopo 12 del carbono)

1

ITRIO

1

CLASIFICACION PERODICA DE LOS ELEMENTOS

RADIO

HIDROGENO

1A

71

Lu
103

Lw
(257)

el cobre - los electrones siguientes pasan a ubicarse en la subórbita p de la
capa electrónica N. Esta, con sus 8 electrones, queda completa en el gas inerte
criptón, que cierra el cuarto periodo. En
el quinto, que se extiende del rubidio al
xenón, ocurre lo mismo: primero se completan las subórbita s de la capa N y O
y luego la subórbita p de la capa O. Los
14 electrones que la subórbita f de la
capa N prede recibir, sólo aparecan en
el sexto periodo, después del bario, con
el lantanio y los trece elementos que
forman la sería de los lantánidos.

2
8
18
32
32
9
2
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